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PART PIVE

THE HOUSING ASSOCIATION EXPERIENCE:
A THEORETICAL ANALYSIS AND SOME CONCLUSIONS



nPTRODUCTION TO PART FIVE

Some Reflections on the Case Studies

The case studies of Reidvale and. Govanhill Housing Associations 

involved a narrative of the development of the associations. The 

narrative was structured thematically in order to trace the evolution 

of association goals and their outcomes. Throughout the case studies, as 

I emphasised in the Introduction to the thesis, I have attempted to take 

account of the influence of, on the one hand, individuals and groups 

within associations and, on the other, of neighbourhood, governmental, 

political, economic and technological factors. Also in the Introduction 

to the thesis I referred to the methodological role of the case studies 

for the research as a whole. I suggested that the case studies can be 

seen as heuristic devices which have continually served to generate 

hypotheses relevant to associations in general. At the same time, 

we should recognise that the case studies have provided a testing 

ground for certain theories and perspectives from the literature on 

organisational analysis, which were discussed earlier in Chapter Nine.

Chapter Ten, prior to the case studies, focused on neighbourhood 

conditions and politics which provided the context to the beginnings 

of the two associations. That chapter also focused on the literature 

on public participation and community action. This literature high

lighted various factors which have served to limit the potential scope 

and quality of resident participation in planning. I shall consider 

the wider implications of the CBHA experience in decentralising control 

and in extending resident participation in the final chapter of the 

thesis and at that point I shall draw further on the case studies.
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In both my concluding chapters I shall refer at various points 
to the case studies. At this point, however, I particularly want 

to draw some conclusions about aspects of organisational development 

which were highlighted in the case studies, and about which questions 

were raised through the theoretical discussion in the first section 
in Chapter Nine.

First, I would remind the reader that the case studies have 

documented the progress of an experimental form of organisation in 

Glasgow's planning scene. In short, for the first time local 

residents were vested with the responsibility for handling large- 

scale capital investment and for acquiring, allocating and maintaining 

housing in their collective ownership. To those ends they employed 

staff, they became responsible for small, complex organisations and 

they were involved in industrial relations. The official structure 

of CBHAs involves Committee responsibility for policy, permanent 

officials in charge of administration and implementation,and external 

controls and accountability. In Chapters Eight and Nine I stressed 

that this official allocation of responsibilities is common to housing 

associations generally, to cooperatives, to other voluntary organi

sations and to state agencies.

In Chapter Eight and in the case studies we have seen that 

associations have experienced certain similar internal tensions and 

management problems. I would argue that these have resulted from 

their innovative role, from the normative expectations and approaches
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of their participants and of significant external agencies (the 

Union, Employers and the Housing Corporation) and from their official 

structure. There is no doubt that neither participants nor 

significant external agencies recognised at the start the potential 

management problems of CBHAs or that their participants would require 
management education.

In both the Govanhill and Reidvale associations we saw how 

there were difficulties experienced in realising a pragmatic balance 

of responsibilities in decision making, within the staffing structure 

and between Committee and staff. In both associations at certain 

stages we saw a political struggle for influence and recognition 

which involved emerging staff specialisms - a pattern which was 

identified as common to many organisations, in Chapter Rine. In 

general the case studies would confirm the arguments of those theorists 

which have emphasised that there is no mileage in expectations of a 

rigid compartmentalisation of member and official responsibilities 

and of policy and administration.^^ In both associations there was 

no persistent consensus as to the appropriate divide in official- 

member responsibilities. We saw how Committee members at times 

became involved in questions of detail and in implementation.

In Chapter Ten I referred to the arguments by some writers that 

public participation is likely to produce greater awareness of the 

constraints on goal achievement, and that participants' involvement 

in the details of policy and implementation is likely to divert their
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concern from the key political issues which stimulated their initial
( 2)involvement. I would suggest that by 1983 to 1984 in both

associations participants remained largely in tune with key issues, 

despite their involvement in details. Further I would suggest that 

the various examples we saw of Committee members' intervention had 

differing implications and that it would therefore be difficult to 

make specific managerial recommendations about the appropriate 

scope of productive involvement for individual associations, 

throughout their development. For example, in both associations 

we saw how members' intervention in relation to the issue of housing 

standards served to stimulate wider policy reflection. In the 

sphere of housing allocation in the early stages it was inevitable 

that innovative, locally-based housing agencies would evolve their 

Allocations policies on the basis of cumulative considerations of 

individual cases. This pattern was most marked in the Reidvale case, 

whilst in Govanhill we saw a notably early attempt to develop 

abstract rules governing allocations. In both associations we saw, 

however, that pressure to regularise and depersonalise allocations 

came from officials rather than members and in general policies were 

reviewed on the basis of experience with special problems and cases.

I have argued that allocations were a contentious issue in both 

associations and a regular focus of neighbourhood criticism. Against 

this background it would seem logical that ŒBHAs should aim at a 

depersonalised but sensitive approach in their role as locally-based 

housing agencies which control a much sought after and scarce resource
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in terms of the interests of neighbourhood residents and of wider 

working class housing opportunities in the city. I shall return 

to address this point further in Chapter Fourteen.

If we consider again my review of the literature which 

discussed environmental influences on organisations in Chapter Nine, 

this led me to suggest the likelihood that CBHAs would reflect 

organisational features stemming from their context of state bureau

cratic controls and accountability. In both associations we saw how 

the administrative complexity of CBHAs stemmed partly from their 

multiple objectives but also significantly from external bureaucratic 

controls with respect to the coordination of housing production, 

housing management- and housing association finance. We also saw how 

in the early stages, participants frequently did not recognise the 

complexity of housing associations, nor the administrative tasks at 

hand. In particular we saw how tensions which focused on the role 

of Development staff stemmed from misunderstandings about the 

planning and administrative aspects of coordinating rehabilitation.

In both associations we saw, however, that there was greater 

understanding of the administrative and funding complexity of 

associations over time and that this development partly resulted 

from a growing emphasis on management education and from inter

changes of experience between participants in Glasgow associations.

In Chapter Nine I drew on Child's categorisation of qualitatively
( 3)different types of organisational environments. I suggested on
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the basis of the preceding discussion of the CBHA experience of 

state funding and controls that the environment of CBHAs reflects the 

three dimensions of variability (change and uncertainty), complexity 

and illiberality (competition, hostility and indifference). I 

would also suggest that these various features have been highlighted 

further in Chapter Eight,where I focused on the various interests 

affected by CBHA rehabilitation; in Chapter Ten,where I concentrated 

on local influences on the development of CBHAs and the normative 

expectations of early participants; and in the case studies, where 

we saw the extent of local criticism and the consequences of the actions 

of state agencies. Against this background, and as I suggested in 

Chapter Hine, it is not surprising that we have seen bureaucratic and 

centralist tendencies, as well as tendencies towards democracy and 

flexibility in CBHAs.

In both associations we saw how organisational growth, the 

increasing awareness of organisational complexity and participants' 

experience of cumulative tensions, led CBHA Committees to favour the 

establishment of a senior management role. This decision initially 

produced intense reactions amongst staff, many of whom preferred 

to retain maxi mum scope for staff participation in association 

decision-making. We saw how in both associations such appointments 

in the long run served to clarify role responsibilities and to 

alleviate certain tensions, although clearly various aspects of the 

selection process were crucial to the effectiveness of senior 

appointments. Also it was evident that the outcomes of senior 

appointments reflected wider and established patterns and developments
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in industrial relations. I would conclude from the experience of 

the two associations that senior appointments and the extension of 

the staffing hierarchy in ŒBHAs do not preclude organisational 

flexibility, staff participation and maximum effective Committee 

involvement. These patterns depend on the approach ('strategic 

choices' in Child's terms) of Committee and key officials, on staff 

preferences about their involvement and on local pressures.

Finally, in relation to the influences on the organisational 

structure of CBHAs, I would suggest that Part Three and the case 

studies have clearly illustrated a significant range of uncertainties

and environmental changes which have affected their development.
( 5)In Chapter Nine I referred to Crozier's propositions ' about the 

implications of uncertainties for power struggles in organisations 

and I discussed a body of research which stresses that the most 

effective organisations operating in a context of extensive uncertainties 

and change are those with a flexible, organic, management structure. 

Similarly I discussed the research on professional organisations 

which emphasises the high expectations for autonomy and for dis

cretion amongst professionals. I would conclude that my focus on the 

evolution of operative goals in the case study associations has served 

to demonstrate considerable adaptability and flexibility in both 

organisations. At the same time, however, we have seen that there 

were internal and external pressures towards centralisation and 

bureaucracy in both associations. On the basis of their experience
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I would suggest that it may be reasonable to assume that these 

different patterns of organisation can coexist in CBHAs, although 

inevitably their coexistence will be reflected in organisational 

tensions.

A further pattern common to both associations was that at times 

cumulative organisational tensions resulted in crises involving open 

conflict in employer and employee relations. In discussing city-wide 

industrial relations developments in Chapter Eight, I suggested that 

the intense conflict of the early 1980s partly reflected the desire 

of staff for Committee recognition of their commitment and profession

alism, as dual strands of staff involvement in ŒBHAs. At the same 

time, however, staff were seeking higher material rewards from work. 

Prom the point of view of Committee members we saw that these demands 

served to modify initial expectations of staff commitment and re

inforced concerns stemming from staffing problems which had led to 

a questioning of the role of trust.

Industrial relations issues took a different form in both 

case study associations, reflecting cumulative and historic choices 

on the industrial relations front by staff and Committee. Develop

ments in industrial relations were also influenced by continuity of 

membership and the role of personalities. However we saw how issues 

about pay, comparability and professional recognition reflected more 

general city-wide patterns. It is perhaps not surprising that the 

most significant conflicts were reflected almost in parallel in both
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associations and in relations between employer and employee 

representative organisations.

The issue of hierarchy featured as a general focus between 

1979 and. 1980 and the pay structure was a key issue between 1981 and 

1983» during a period of CBHA expansion and declining inflation.

We saw that out of all such instances of conflict there evolved 

a new negotiated order, based on a revised, minimal though workable, 

consensus. This pattern of renegotiation reflected further features 

of CBHAs. First, I would suggest that the pitch of intensity which 

we saw in both associations cannot be sustained over much time in 

the lives of the majority of participants. People have other, 

frequently more pressing concerns and interests, than simply their 

paid employment or voluntary involvement in CBHAs. From the staff 

point of view also, there may not be alternative or more favourable 

sources of employment,and if they enjoy their work there is much to 

be done. For Committee members who want to remain involved, there 

are more important issues to address which relate to the main external 

goals of the association, houses to be improved and decisions to 

answer for within the neighbourhood. Against this background there are 

certain mutual interests pursued by participants which have established 

a thrust towards resolution and compromise, towards the regeneration 

of trust and towards the deintensification of industrial relations 

in CBBAs. I would remind the reader that in Chapter Sight I suggested 

that this pattern of intensity is common to many voluntary and
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professional organisations as well as to industrial situations where 

the basic economic interests of workers are under threat. In the 

case of voluntary and professional organisations, I suggested that 

key influences are the normative work orientations and expectations 

of participants and their reference points about work experience 

which we have seen were frequently different for Committees and staff 

in CBHAs. Whilst future developments may prove me wrong I would 

suggest that both case study associations were experiencing a period 

of cumulative learning and adjustment to their complex tasks, to 

organisational expansion and to their complex, constraining, changing 

and sometimes hostile environment. Moreover, in Chapter Eight we 

saw the evolving institutionalisation of industrial relations. In 

that discussion I stressed that conflict is a persistent feature of all 

organisations and that conflict and tensions are therefore inevitable 

in CBHAs. I would suggest, however, that certain forms of conflict 

and issues of contention have been resolved through organisational 

learning in the context of the increasing routinisation which has 

characterised the development of Glasgow's CBHAs.

Finally in Chapter Nine, I referred to the concept of

organisational c u l t u r e , a n d  to Child's emphasis on strategic
( w )choice. ' These concepts stress the differences between organisations 

and the distinctive influence of the role of individuals and their 

alignments, of participants' choices, and of specific internal and 

external effects. In both associations we saw, for example, how the 

dynamics of local accountability and criticism had specific outcomes
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for the evolution of association policies. We saw how the experience 

of different types of technological and financial problems and 

uncertainties associated with rehabilitation had specific consequences 

for the policies of both associations. Moreover we saw how specific 

staffing problems and problems with consultants stimulated policy- 

revision, and that at times both associations faced uncertainties 

which established scope for particular individuals or groups to gain 

in their influence. A key feature of the case studies has been, 

therefore, to highlight common patterns, local differences and 

variations in organisational development.

In this discussion of the case studies I have made considerable 

reference to the environmental influences on associations. These 

have included the technological and economic uncertainties of 

rehabilitation, neighbourhood influences and the context of public 

accountability and state controls. In Chapters Thirteen and Fourteen 

I shall now turn to focus more theoretically on environmental influences 

on the development of associations. In particular I am interested in 

Chapter Thirteen in exploring further the questions about control 

which I raised earlier in the Introduction to the thesis and in 

Chapter Wine. I shall do so in the light of theories and perspectives 

in the social science literature which are relevant to the inter- 

organisational, political and economic context of the development of 

housing associations. We saw in Parts One and Three of the thesis 

that much of the political, planning and economic context of CBHA 

development has been interwoven with the experience of housing
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associations generally and with the fortunes of state agencies involved 

in housing production. In Chapter Thirteen, therefore, I shall focus 

on the literature on intergovernmental relations, on central-local 

relations, on power and decision-making and on state intervention and 

control, all of which have relevance to the wider housing association 

experience. In Chapter Fourteen I shall focus more specifically on 

aspects of public participation and on the housing and planning 

context of CBHAs in Glasgow. Chapter Fourteen, therefore, reflects 

on certain questions about the context and outcomes of participation 

which I raised earlier in Chapter Ten and also,it will draw 

certain conclusions about the CBHA rehabilitation strategy in the 

light of studies which have focused on urban renewal and participation 

in other cities.
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HOUSING ASSOCIATIONS, POWER AND CONTROL

l.a. Introduction ; the theme of control

The thesis until this point has largely been narrative, although 

at several points it has highlighted themes of debate and their 

interconnections in the social science literature* The story being 

narrated has been that of the development of housing associations, 

and in particular I have focused on the development of Glasgow's 

CBHAs. Of course one never just "tells a story", since our own 

interests and our various intellectual and ideological assumptions

inevitably influence what one observes and selects as relevant to
, (1)report. '

As we saw in the introduction I began the thesis with certain 

questions in mind, derived from my interest in particular fields of 

theory as well as in housing as an area of enquiry. Specifically I 

was concerned with examining the development of CBHAs through the 

case study method; with explaining the key influences on their 

development as organisations, on policy-making and its outcomes and 

on the dynamics of control within CBHAs. I also wanted to explore 

how the devolvement of control within the wider planning system, 

which was a key aspect of Glasgow's CBHAs, was reflected in 

characteristics of their development. The literature on organisations, 

planning and public administration posed many questions relevant to 

this focus - for example regarding the relations between officials
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and members in decision-making; the representativeness of residents’ 

Committees and the tensions between central control and local 

autonomy. I was interested in questions such as the extent to which 

CBHA participants are able to control outcomes in line with their 

objectives, and whether CBHAs can provide a means, not just of 

improving local housing conditions, but also of establishing new 

opportunities for local control and for generating local initiatives 

in the interest of local residents.

However, as the field research progressed, two factors

influenced my approach. First, I knew of no comprehensive study of

the development of the voluntary housing movement, and of Glasgow's

CBHAs, and I was interested in locating their development in the

context of wider political, economic, planning and cultural influences.

Secondly, after I had begun the research, a Glasgow University research

project began to focus on the effectiveness and efficiency of CBHAs
(2)on the area rehabilitation front. ' I therefore became increasingly 

committed to exploring organisational aspects of these novel organi

sations in Glasgow's planning scene and especially to taking account 

of their planning, political, and economic context. As a result, 

some questions and perspectives began to seem less important, whilst 

others emerged with greater salience. Specifically I came to view 

the literature on organisational analysis as a means of providing 

a perspective on key aspects of the organisational development of 

CBHAs, rather than as posing the key questions in which I was
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interested, about power and control, and about the housing and social 

outcomes of CBHAs. I, therefore, turned to other bodies of literature 

with which I had become more or less familiar in my prior academic 

work. This literature raised a number of questions about the contra

dictions between central control and local autonomy in government; 

about the politics of decision-making; about structured inequalities 

within and between organisations and in access to housing; about the 

limitations on effective participation in planning; and about key 

characteristics of the state in capitalist society - all of which I 

saw as relevant to the development of housing associations.

What I shall attempt to do in this and the following chapter 

is to relate my findings about housing associations to certain of 

these issues and debates in Social Science. In this chapter I shall 

focus more generally on housing associations, whilst Chapter Fourteen 

will focus more specifically on CBHAs. The particular issues and 

debates which I shall discuss in this chapter raise questions about 

the wider influences on housing associations. First I shall consider 

to what extent and in what ways associations are influenced by decisions 

taken in other organisations and in state agencies which control key 

resources. To explore such questions I shall examine the literature 

on interorganisational and intergovernmental relations. Secondly, I 

shall attempt to consider the question of whether it is possible to 

determine and fully understand the wider political influences on
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housing associations simply through empirical research and in this 

context I shall focus on aspects of the housing association 

experience in’the light of certain theories of power, control and 

decision-making. Thirdly, I am interested in the ways in which the 

housing association experience has been influenced by state inter

vention and control and I shall therefore turn to a recent develop

ment in the literature on the state and social policy, which stresses 

the significance of varied forms of state intervention and control.

I shall suggest here that the housing association experience docu

mented in the thesis will serve both to illustrate and to challenge 

certain currently influential arguments in these various fields of 

debate.

In Chapter Fourteen I shall focus more specifically on ŒBHAs 

and again I shall attempt to answer certain key questions posed in 

the social science literature which are relevant to the ŒBBA. experi

ence. In particular I shall explore the outcomes of ŒBHAs as 

organisations which reflect decentralisation and a means of extending 

public participation in the planning system. Many studies of urban 

politics and public participation point to contradictory outcomes of 

community action and exercises in public participation and thus re

affirm the emphasis on the tensions between central control and local 

autonomy which is to be found in the literature on public administration. 

A notable theme in the literature, therefore, is the argument that 

local attempts to generate meaningful resident participation are 

significantly limited by wider political and economic influences;
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that residents' organisations tend to be reactive and parochial in

relation to the wider planning system and that they serve to reinforce
( 5')established power relations and class inequalities. 1 Finally, I 

want to address arguments in the planning and housing literature 

which question the effectiveness of the area emphasis in planning, 

an emphasis which has been reflected in the Glasgow rehabilitation 

strategy. In Chapter Fourteen, therefore, I shall consider the 

planning, participation and housing outcomes of Glasgow's CBHAs.

If there is one theme which runs through most of these debates 

and my thesis, it is the theme of control and I shall explore this 

theme further below. However, in the remainder of this section I 

shall remind the reader of the development of the thesis so far and 

of the key questions which have guided the research. Following 

sections will focus on certain theoretical perspectives on power and 

control which are relevant to our understanding of the housing 

association experience. In the second section I shall examine 

perspectives on interorganisational relations, and also certain 

theories about power to which I have only referred in passing so far; 

in the third section I shall apply a conceptual framework on power 

and decision-making to the housing association experience and, finally, 

in the fourth section I shall arrive at certain conclusions regarding 

relations between the Third Arm and the State and about questions of

control.
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l.b. A multi-faceted case study

In the introduction to the thesis I suggested that central to 

it was a case study of the complex development of housing associations 

between 1974 and 1983 - a development significantly influenced by 

state housing policies. Apart from more detailed case studies of 

two community based housing associations, the thesis has largely 

been concerned with documenting,on the one hand, the development of 

central and local government housing policies and, on the other, 

the housing association experience and the outcomes of housing 

association policies. The reader by this stage might have concluded 

that the thesis has enabled me to luxuriate in telling "the story" 

of developments in housing and politics in which I am interested both 

as academic and as participant. It is fair comment that a central 

purpose of the study was to identify systematically what I saw as 

being key influences on the development of housing associations in 

general, and of CBHAs in particular.

Preceding chapters, therefore, have provided a history of the 

voluntary housing movement and of its changing relations with state 

agencies (Chapters One to Three). They have provided an account of 

the background, origins and development of CBHAs in Glasgow (Chapters 

Pour and Pive). They have narrated the story of the CBHAs' common 

experience of constraints and state controls and described the 

collective and political action through which Scottish associations 

attempted to modify these environmental constraints and ameliorate their
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effects (Chapters Six and Seven). I have also attempted to illustrate 

the complexities and -uncertainties associated with CBHA rehabilitation, 

and the changing relations between CBEAs and those urban groups whose 

interests were closely tied to the outcomes of rehabilitation and of 

CBHA policies (Chapter Eight).

In Chapter Nine I attempted to establish a bridge between these 

various themes by identifying the key questions which have guided my 

account and by drawing on certain perspectives in organisational 

analysis and in the sociology of organisations in order to highlight 

and explain organisational characteristics of CBHAs. In Chapter Nine 

I emphasised the interplay of macro- and micro-influences, of 

constraints and action, on the development of CBEAs - a perspective 

which I believed it was essential to establish prior to my account 

of the two case study associations in Part Four.

In Part Four, Chapter Ten set the scene by providing a picture 

of two neighbourhoods, Govanhill and Reidvale, and by pointing to 

similarities and differences between them. Also in that chapter I 

discussed the concepts of "community" and of "community control", 

which are implicit to the organisational ideology of CBHAs. That 

discussion largely drew on sociological analyses of community and of 

public participation in planning. The case studies in Part Four 

-primarily tell the story of the development of Govanhill and Reidvale 

Housing Associations. As in other parts of the thesis, however, 

the case studies were structured both historically and thematically 

in order to pursue questions and issues which had been raised in
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preceding chapters, and to enable me to illustrate the complex 

dynamics of association development. The case studies have shown how 

policy-making by key participants involved strategic choices which 

were reflected in differences between associations. We saw how 

association policies evolved in the context of changes in organi

sational relations; in local conditions and neighbourhood interests; 

in technological and financial aspects of rehabilitation; and in 

wider political and economic developments which were reflected in 

state controls and in the fortunes of private interests in the housing

sphere.(4)

I have emphasised that the development of CBHAs was unique

to Glasgow and that the CBHA rehabilitation strategy represented a

departure from traditional structures of planning and control over
( 5)housing, as well as from conventional housing associations. '

While ho\ising associations generally, and CBHAs in particular, play 

a small role in the total housing scene, their development has wider 

relevance than simply to the housing stock and to those householders 

directly affected by them. Just as it has been argued in the study 

of social deviancy,^-0  ̂ I would argue that the focus on a small, but 

unique or atypical, development in housing and planning, has served 

to highlight processes and issues which are relevant to organisations, 

housing and planning generally, and serve to illustrate relations 

between the state, the voluntary sector and various urban groups.
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Dunleavy's study of the social protest over high-rise housing

in the London Borough of Newham, as compared with the dominant pattern
( 7}of quiescence in British cities, was "based on a similar premise. ' 

Dunleavy argued that: 'Precisely because it was so atypical the 

Beckton protest illuminates the general picture of latent conflict 

on mass housing issues in the 1950s and 1960s.'^8  ̂ I shall return to 

Dunleavy's contribution later.

At this point I want to emphasise that certain disciplines have

contributed most significantly to particular themes and issues

associated with the CBHA experience. For example, while I have not

approached the study through the lens of a single discipline, my

approach is primarily sociological and it was through the sociological

analysis of organisations and of housing that I developed a perspective

on social change and organisational development. Phis perspective

emphasises the interplay of, on the one hand, structural constraints

and, on the other, social and political action. It also suggests

that organisations cannot be meaningfully studied without taking

account of historical, political and economic influences, as well as

of the role of individuals, groups and their relations in influencing
( 9)outcomes. ' It is an approach which is increasingly evident in the 

fields of public policy,organisational analysis and urban

studies.

In approaching the vast literature on planning, urban sociology, 

organisational analysis, intergovernmental relations and the state in
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capitalist society I have therefore pursued questions relevant to my 

interests and to the ŒBHA experience. Specifically, I have 

emphasised certain questions which highlight aspects of control and 

their influence on the development of housing associations.

To what extent and in what ways do housing association participants 

have control as housing developers and as landlords? And in the 

case of CBHAs, to what extent do they have the scope to influence 

the rate and quality of housing provision in the interests of local 

residents? To what extent do CBHAs offer the potential for devolving 

control over housing, for meaningful decentralisation in planning?

In what ways has the dependence of local, voluntary organisations on 

external funding been reflected in their accountability to state 

agencies, as well as in patterns of intervention and control by state 

agencies? "What are the outcomes of public accountability for the 

organisational autonomy of CBHAs? What are the dynamics of local 

accountability - and to what extent do local people want control or 

even participation in local housing provision? Can lay participants 

(the policy-makers on Management Committees) retain control when 

we consider the complex tasks and environment of CBHAs? In my view 

these questions about control are equally of interest to participants 

as they are to academics in the fields of public policy, sociology 

and organisational analysis.

Some of these questions have been highlighted and addressed at 

various stages in the thesis, where I have pointed to relevant areas
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of debate in social science. For instance, in Chapter Three I 

concluded that housing associations generally have established new 

opportunities for participation in planning, albeit on a small scale. 

In Chapter Ten we saw that CBHAs in Glasgow extended such opportuni

ties for the first time to working class residents in inner area 

neighbourhoods affected by tenement housing obsolescence. In these 

chapters I referred to questions posed by studies of public 

participation and of the "community orientation" in planning. The 

main points stemming from the literature on planning and public 

policy were, first, that the local planning base and scope for

participation offered by CBHAs were characteristics in keeping with
( Id)more general trends in housing and planning^ '' and, secondly, that

many studies of such public participation strategies have been highly

sceptical about their outcomes in terms of establishing any real shift
( 15)in control to ordinary citizens. ' Chapters Six to Eight attempted 

to illustrate the structure and operation of government controls and 

to highlight the various ways in which associations are accountable 

for their different activities. In doing so I drew heavily on 

perspectives on interorganisational relations - perspectives which 

emphasise processes of dependence and exchange in relations between 

organisations. I shall discuss different approaches to the study 

of interorganisational relations and their implications for 

questions about control in the following section.
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In order to illustrate the complex environment of CBHAs, in 

Chapter Eight I focused on a variety of groups and business interests 

which have been affected by the development of CBHAs. We saw, in 

that chapter, that relations between CBHAs and these groups were 

characterised by interdependence and conflict, and were significantly 

influenced by state intervention and controls. At times we saw how 

the profit orientation of business interests contradicted with the 

housing objectives and approach of CBHAs. This pattern was evident 

in cases of contractors' claims; of commercial owners' unwillingness 

to invest in rehabilitation; and of private developers' interest in 

rehabilitating with the aid of grant and in competing against CBHAs 

to acquire land or buildings.

In Chapter Eight and in the case studies we have also seen how 

the policies of local and central state agencies, and the goals of 

housing associations, impinged on business enterprises whose interests 

were tied to the fate of housing in CBHA localities. On the one hand, 

these business interests were involved in the ownership and allocation 

of tenement property (landlords, property factors and shopkeepers) 

and, on the other, they were involved in housing production (building 

contractors and professionals). There is no doubt that all these 

enterprises have influenced certain aspects of the development of 

CBHAs and their capacity to realise housing objectives. On the 

other hand CBHAs, supported by the planning partnership, have 

significantly influenced the work and financial interests of landlords, 

property factors and the builders. I would conclude here that the
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dynamics of control, which I documented in Part Three, have illustrated 

clearly how the fortunes of private housing interests have become 

increasingly influenced by policies of central and local state agencies 

and by their mediation of developments in the capitalist economy.

In Chapter Nine I pursued the theme of control at the 

organisational level. I first developed a perspective which would 

enable us to conceptualise the environment of CBEAs and I argued 

that the organisational environment of CBHAs is both diverse and 

complex. It is at the same time influenced by extensive state 

bureaucratic intervention .and controls, significant change and 

uncertainty (political, economic and technological) and by contra

dictory aspects of support and hostility towards association objectives 

(for example, amongst local residents). I referred to theories which 

have stressed how environmental characteristics affect organisational 

structure and relations, and I suggested how participants' goals have 

interacted with the environment in producing at times competing 

organisational characteristics (such as tendencies to democracy, 

bureaucracy and centralisation). A central argument in Chapter Nine 

was that organisational tensions and conflicts are inevitable, and 

frequently stem from structural and environmental influences.

However I employed Child's concept of "strategic choice" with the

intention of avoiding a deterministic conception of environmental
(l6)influences on organisations. ' This framework was applied

implicitly in the case studies where I attempted to illustrate the 

evolution of the two associations as housing producers, as local
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landlords, as management (control) systems and in terms of neighbour

hood relationships.

Having summarised the thesis and stressed its focus on issues 

of control, I shall in the rest of this chapter focus on certain 

theoretical perspectives which I believe deserve more systematic 

exposition than I have given them so far. I shall start by discussing 

the literature on interorganisational relations which has highlighted 

issues of control and conflict.

We have already seen that a key aspect of the environment of 

housing associations is an interorganisational network which impinges 

on their activities, which straddles public and private sectors of 

the economy, and which is both urban and national in dimension. There 

are two main reasons for concentrating further on perspectives on 

interorganisational relations. I have already argued in Chapter 

Nine that research on different types of organisation should serve 

to illuminate characteristics and problems of, and influences on, 

housing associations. Secondly, I believe that the study of housing 

associations should provide a basis for critically assessing perspectives 

on interorganisational relations.
\

2.a. Perspectives on interorganisational relations

Interorganisational relations have emerged as an increasingly 

significant focus in research on organisations. Many studies have 

attempted to map out a network of interorganisational relations for
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the organisation(s) under focus and then to identify the key 

characteristics of these relationships. Analytical approaches to 

this endeavour reflect the multi-disciplinary influences on organi

sational analysis generally, and some studies are a strange mixture 

of abstraction and quantitative empiricism, using quantitative models 

or graphs to illustrate clusters of interrelations between 
organisations!17)

I have referred earlier to certain sociological approaches
( is')which are more relevant to this study.' ' One such approach -

the exchange perspective - stresses that organisational participants 

in pursuing their objectives are dependent on resources (funding, 

authority, skills, technology, cooperation and support) which are 

controlled by external groups and organisations. This approach leads 

to a focus on power and dependence relations, conflicts of interest, 

the formation of coalitions and on processes of bargaining, transaction 

and exchange between organisations. Blau states:

Transactions among organised collectivities then, may give 
rise to social ties that unite them, just as social exchange 
among individuals tends to produce integrative bonds. These 
transactions also differentiate competing organisations and 
may result in the elimination or absorption of competitors 
and the dominance of one or a few organisations. (19)

The exchange perspective stresses that- processes of control, bargaining 

and cooperation are central aspects of interorganisational relations; 

that organisations enter into exchanges with other organisations in 

the pursuit of their goals and in seeking to reduce uncertainty and
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to negotiate the environmental conditions under which they operate; 

that within organisations, dominant coalitions, controlling groups or 

ruling elites seek continuously to establish or maintain control over 

the "environment"; and finally that processes of exchange and 

negotiation occur within the context of limits determined by

implicitly shared understandings or "the rules of the game „ (21)

The questions about control, which I posed earlier, are consistent 

with this focus on power relations between organisations, although 

we shall see that there are divergent approaches to the study of 

power and control. At this point, however, I shall emphasise that a 

general conclusion of research is that urban interorganisational net

works 'have become increasingly complex, interrelated and extensive',

while at the same time organisational environments are characterised
(2 2)by notable change and uncertainty - a perspective which is

consistent with my earlier discussion in Chapter Nine.

Turning to the theme of power and control, in Chapter Nine I 

emphasised an approach which recognised a continuous dialectic of 

power and conflict in organisations, but which, at the same time, 

stressed structured power inequalities in organisations and denied 

that groups have equivalent scope either to influence organisational

outcomes or to make themselves heard by the powerful. In parallel
(23) (24) (23)with the approach of writers like Cook, ' Benson^ ' and Wassenbergv '

to interorganisational relations, my approach to power relations

rejects certain key aspects of the "democratic-pluralist" perspective
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as typified in R.A. Dahl's study of urban p o l i t i c s a n d  in

A. Pox's early work on industrial r e l a t i o n s . A s  several Marxisms
( 29)and radical theorists have argued, I would emphasise that such an 

approach underplays the significance of structured power differentials 

and that, like the functionalist social systems perspective, 

the democratic-pluralist approach assumes that competing interest 

groups implicitly support certain dominant norms and values which are 

reflected in "the rules of the game" and in the negotiated order 

which evolves out of conflict.

Miliband has argued, however,

what is wrong with pluralist-democratic theory is not 
its insistence on the factor of competition but its 
claim (very often its implicit assumption) that the 
major organised "interests" in these societies, and 
notably capital and labour, compete on more or less 
equal terms, and that none of them is therefore able 
to achieve a decisive and permanent advantage in the 
process of competition. (32)

In the same vein, Dunleavy has argued that social research should seek

to illuminate underlying and fundamental power relationships or

'latent issues and structures of social power, which might other-
(33)wise remain invisible'. I

I shall now attempt to pursue these arguments by outlining the 

mann tenets of my approach to interorgamisational relations. This 

approach emphasises that a concern with illuminating fundamental power 

inequalities is not inconsistent with recognition of divergent 

(pluralist) interests. While all organisations have some capacity to
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control resources sought by other organisations, we can assume that 

interorganisational power relations are likely to reflect structured 

inequalities of control and that certain agencies may control the 

flow of resources in the interorganisational network. We should, 

therefore, be seeking to determine the role of dominant agencies and 

patterns of structural dependence in the interorganisational context.

The approach further emphasises that we should explore the institutional, 

political and economic factors which impinge on organisational power 

relations. Finally, in contrast with an eclecticism about resources, 

as Benson^^ and Krupp( 3 5 )  have argued, I would emphasise that the 

significant scarce resources sought by organisational elites are 

financial resources and authority - a position which has been derived 

through theoretical rather than empirical analysis. In conclusion I 

would argue that approaches to the study of interorganisational 

relations constitute analytical models which are likely to be informed 

by more or less explicit theoretical and ideological standpoints.

I have employed the approach outlined above, in Part Three of 

the thesis, in the attempt to increase our understanding of the inter

organisational context of CBHAs. My approach was to identify an 

interorganisational network of relations with CBMs placed in a 

central position. It aimed to identify those varied resources which 

have been most significant to the dominant goals of CBHAs, although 

in two chapters I concentrated on the resources of funding and 

authority. Further, throughout I have been interested in the question
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of whether control over these significant resources is structured 

and concentrated in the interorganisational network. Finally I 

have attempted to consider in what ways control patterns have 

reflected important and changing aspects of the wider capitalist 

system, in terms of class (structured) inequalities; the institutions 

of private property and the market; dominant values of profit accumu

lation and the state's role in reproducing the conditions of capitalist 

production.

Before I conclude this discussion on the perspective of inter

organisational relations I shall now turn to consider Rhodes' 

framework for the analysis of intergovernmental r e l a t i o n s -

a framework which draws on writings on interorganisational relations
(37)and, particularly, on Crozier's contribution." In applying 

Crozier's approach, Rhodes departs from the traditional approach to 

the study of central-local relations and, at the same time, rejects 

an approach which conceives of government as a unitary entity. I 

shall outline approaches to the study of intergovernmental relations 

below.

2.b. Perspectives on inter-governmental (central-local) relations 

2.b.l. Conventional approaches

Early studies of inter-governmental relations were largely 

formalistic and descriptive accounts^ ' of the formal institutions 

of government, their functions and their interrelations. Frequently,
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such analyses were followed by prescriptions for reforms of the forma] 

structure and functions of agencies - an approach typified in 

government reports. For example, the Redeliffe-Maud Commission^ 

made recommendations for establishing a 'community basis' for local 

government and the Maud Committee R e p o r t ^ p r o p o s e d  changes in 

administrative organisation, based on managerial theories prescribing 

for centralised policy and resource coordination in order to minimise 

tendencies towards fragmentation.

Critics of the traditional approach have focused on its

assumptions about the democratic character of local government; its

expectations that administrative reforms should serve to increase
(ll)'democracy, efficiency, effectiveness and rationality';v ' and its 

emphasis on the official structure of government. In general the 

traditional approach regards local authorities as decentralised 

administrative agencies which, on the one hand, implement policies as 

partners or agents of central government and, on the other, are locally 

accountable, democratic bodies. The traditional approach, therefore, 

shows similarities to those schools of organisational theory which 

have assumed the presence of a dominant consensus over organisational 

goals and that organisational behaviour is significantly constrained 

by official rules and incentives and by the official distribution of 

roles and authority. We have seen earlier that, just as in the field 

of public administration, organisational theorists have offered 

prescriptions for increasing management effectiveness and efficiency.
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Moreover, today there is a well established critique both of 

"managerialist assumptions" and of the neglect of power relations 

in organisations, assumptions which have characterised the work of 

the early organisational theorists. We shall see that this

pattern is also reflected in the field of public administration.

2.b.2. A shift in emphasis

The critique of the conventional approach to the study of 

public administration became so notably prevalent during the 1970s, 

that Rhodes refers to the 'conventional critique' of the 'conventional 

m o d e l T h e r e  are two main strands to this critique. First, 

it is argued that local government agencies must be treated as political 

entities which do not simply conform to central government policies. 

Secondly, in applying developments in organisational theory to the 

analysis of state agencies, Rhodes has emphasised the significance of 

political processes; the dynamics of conflict within and between 

government agencies; the prevalence of procedural and role 

ambiguities and the consequences of environmental uncertainties and 

change. In a later w o r k ^ ^  Rhodes states that the

problem of central-local relations is not, therefore, 
one of central control, but of ambiguity, confusion 
and complexity. This state of affairs means that 
attempts at control by central departments are irritating 
and frustrating for local authorities, not because they 
are effective but because they are ad hoc even random 
measures. (45)

In keeping with Crozier’s emphasis on zones of uncertainty, Rhodes 

further stresses that ambiguities may be advantageous to central
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and local government agencies. Ambiguities permit room to manoeuvre

and negotiate and Rhodes suggests that 'even the most stringent
(/16)controls can be circumvented'. ‘ '

Rhodes' framework therefore reflects the growing influence of 

the focus on power and conflict in organisational theory. For 

example, key variables in Crozier's analysis are power relations, 

dependence, discretion and uncertainty - variables which are influenced 

by organisational contexts, organisational goals, technology and( 4-7 )organisation structure. Crozier's emphasis on uncertainty as a

significant factor influencing power relations was paralleled by 

Thompson's emphasis on control of 'strategic communication' as a 

significant base of p o w e r . S .  Krupp, in a radical and lively 

critique of organisation analysis, argued for an approach which would 

take account of the dynamics of conflicting interests, authority,

power and resource allocation. ( 49) Krupp suggests that

authority, perhaps like income can be conceived as a 
property right that may be concentrated or diffused.
It has varied sources as well as numerous rival claimants* * * * 
Power concerns the redistribution of authority. Power 
reflects the ability to change the structure of authority.... 
Power and conflict refer to change, authority to stability. (50)

In general it is these processes of power, conflict and change which 

have been most significantly illustrated in the case studies.

Rhodes describes his model as a 'power dependence' or exchange 

framework, based on the assumption that 'variations in the discretion 

of interacting organisations are a function of their resources, goals
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and relative power potential'. ' On the question of resources,

these range from constitutional-legal definitions of roles and of the

scope for discretion in different agencies; hierarchical resources or

formal authority; political resources, such as legitimacy derived

from the political system; information and expertise and financial

resources. On the subject of organisational goals, Rhodes argues

that the goals of government agencies will determine the resources
( 52)they seek to acquire; secondly, like Thompson and others,w  ' 

he stresses the role of dominant coalitions in defining goal priorities 

and, thirdly, goal emphases are viewed as the outcome of an internal 

and interorganisational political process, involving bargaining and 

negotiation. Rhodes' model also focuses on cultural aspects of 

organisations, or the 'appreciative system', which include inter

related aspects of ideology, interests and wants. Finally he 

applies the notion of 'rules of the game' to emphasise institutionali

sed shared expectations which constrain behaviour.

There are two main points where my approach has diverged from
( 53)Rhodes' framework. First, Rhodes' perspective stresses that the

interorganisational context of organisations is the most significant 

aspect of their environment. He suggests that the concept of 

environment is nebulous and that we should specify its relevant 

aspects. In my historical approach to the study of the development 

of housing associations I have focused on political, economic a.-pH 

socio-cultural influences'^ as well as on interorganisational 

relations. I suspect that I have markedly diverged from the 'bare-
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footed empiricism' which Rhodes disfavours in his later work^"^ 

and, at the same time, I have found no positive indicators in 

Rhodes' framework as to the value of such a historical approach. 

Yet I would suggest that Rhodes' early discussion of his framework 

shows little recognition of how Crozier's classic study of power 

relations in two French bureaucracies made considerable reference 

to their wider institutional, political, cultural and economic 

context.

S e c o n d l y ,  I would suggest that the pluralism of Rhodes' 1979 

paper does not encourage theorising about those structured power 

inequalities which reflect dominant political and economic forces 

in capitalist society. However in his later work Rhodes argues that 

a pluralist approach need not imply equality and recognises that the 

focus on interorganisational power relations represents only one 

level of analysis. Rhodes states that his focus on bargaining 

processes

does not necessarily mean that there is equality in the 
distribution of power. The existence of shared values 
may limit the bargaining to a narrow range of issues 
and stipulate rules of the game which favour one of 
the contending parties. (57)

In conclusion I would remind the reader of my earlier criticisms of 

those approaches which lay stress on shared values reflected in 

"rules of the game", and which may lead to a neglect of underlying 

conflicts. Whilst we should recognise implicit "rules of the game"

I would argue that these "rules" may be as likely to reflect
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subordinates' awareness of institutionalised political and economic 

constraints, as they do shared values. I would suggest, further, 

that in the housing association experience such "rules" and their 

underlying conflicts were evident in the issues of cost limits 

and rents, which were discussed in Chapters Six and Seven. Also, 

in the case studies we saw how both associations at different stages 

questioned the approach of government agencies to issues such as 

standards and the phasing of Action Areas, yet participants clearly 

recognised the power of these government agencies and accepted that 

they must operate within the framework of bureaucratic regulation 

and controls.

Lukes and Giddens have suggested that institutionalised political

and economic constraints represent a wider structure of control or

domination within which the dynamics of power relations takes place^8^

In the housing context many studies have emphasised how state housing

provision, in spite of political conflicts, has served to reproduce

institutionalised class inequalities which are reflected in patterns

of access and control in the sphere of housing consumption. At the

same time, it is argued that the production of housing by state

agencies is significantly intermeshed with organisational and economic
( 59)aspects of capitalist enterprise. ' This then is the structure of 

control or domination in which intergovernmental power relations takes 

place. I would emphasise,however, that this position is entirely 

consistent with my earlier emphasis that organisational participants 

at all levels are aware and reflexive about constraints, and have
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considerable scope to make strategic choices. Giddens has argued 

that people are 'capable, knowledgeable agents’^00'* and I would suggest 

that the developments which I have documented in the case studies have 

provided considerable support for this position. Again I would 

stress that in both associations participants had a considerable 

stock of awareness about the system of control over local housing, 

and that their experience of participation enlarged their understand

ing of the dynamics of power and control.

While I was formulating my own approach to the analysis of 

interorganisational relations I was critical of certain constraints 

and value assumptions which I saw as being intrinsic to the Bhodes' 

model. Clearly certain of these criticisms are still relevant, 

although I would suggest that his later formulation is considerably 

more open to a historical conception of the political and economic 

environment of interorganisational systems. I shall continue this 

theoretical discussion in the following section, after which I shall 

focus on aspects of power and control which have been highlighted in 

the housing association experience.

2.c. Power, control and decision-making

I shall begin this section by defining power as a capacity to 

influence or determine outcomes. The preceding discussion has 

emphasised that the exercise of power in social relationships rests 

on the capacity to control specific resources and thus to regulate 

their effects. It has further stressed that power relations are
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influenced by institutionalised patterns of domination, the varying 

significance of resources in terms of organisational goals, and the 

interplay of interests. This conception of power is entirely consis

tent with Max Weber's influential d e f i n i t i o n , ' t h e  probability 

that one actor within a social relationship will be able to carry out 

his will despite resistance, regardless of the basis on which this 

probability rests'. Moreover, this view of power incorporates elements

of control, dependence and inequality, all of which have been
( 6 2 )emphasised by Lukes. '

For the moment I shall conclude here that the perspective of 

interorganisational relations has provided us with an abstract 

conceptual framework for describing a complex system of relations, 

interconnections and aspects of power and control. I have suggested, 

however, that this perspective by itself cannot help us explain 

structured power inequalities. I shall now attempt to clarify this 

point further.

We have already seen that there are different approaches to the 

study of power which reflect the theoretical and political stand

points of researchers. For example, Dahl's study of politics in 

New H a ven^^ attempted to determine which participants most influenced 

concrete decisions or 'who prevails in decision-making'. ^ )
{ £ £T \

Bachrach and Baratz^ ' have criticised Dahl, arguing that he employs

a restrictive view of power and that his approach reflects a 

pluralistic conception of American politics - one which assumes that
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all groups have the capacity to influence decisions and political 

outcomes relevant to their interests. Bachrach and Baratz emphasise 

a second face of powerv ' which is represented in what they term 

'non decision-making'. Non decision-making characterises situations 

of overt or underlying conflict; it involves decision-making which 

inhibits or thwarts 'a latent or manifest challenge to the values 

or interests of the decision-maker' and it establishes 'barriers to 

the public airing of policy conflicts'. ' A key point about non 

decision-making is its context of conflict, and Bachrach and Baratz 

emphasise that where such conflict is absent we must assume value 

consensus amongst interest groups.

Bachrach and" Baratz have identified several levels or situations 

of non decision-making or, in Parry and Morris's terms 'negative 

decision-making'. These include strategies adopted by powerful 

groups to evade making decisions, such as coopting dissenting interests 

on to positions within the power structure, or setting up commissions 

of enquiry. A different level of negative decision-making refers, 

to situations where dependent groups fail to articulate grievances 

because of their fears and concerns about the potential reactions 

of the powerful. The third type of example is where dominant groups 

have the capacity to establish a bias in the political system, partly 

by influencing the values and beliefs of the less powerful and, 

therefore, the demands of subordinate groups.
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Parry and Morris^8  ̂ and Saunders^8^  have stressed the 

difficulties for empirical research attempting to analyse different 

types of negative decision-making, some of which may be readily 

observable while others clearly are not (mobilisation of bias).

Saunders has argued: 'It is difficult enough observing decision

making without having to consider the possibility of non decisions1 

Now, the key point stressed by these writers, which is consistent with 

Lukes' argument which I shall consider below, is this: the main 

distinction which should guide the analysis of power relations is 

that between, on the one hand, observable power relations which are 

reflected in practical decision-making and, on the other, the more 

subtle, routine forms of control which underlie power relations, which 

may be reflected in political inaction and which cannot be explained 

without theorising. I would argue, following Lukes, that we should 

recognise how certain forms of what Bachrach and Baratz term 'non 

decision-making' (in particular, the mobilisation of bias and political 

inaction) may be best conceptualised in terms of a third dimension of
(71)power.

Lukes' argument is that we must recognise a third and more

problematic dimension of power and control,and his third 'face of

power’ similarly stresses ideological control and the more subtle
(72)influences on political consciousness. This third dimension

allows for consideration of the subtler and less visible 
ways in which potential issues are kept out of politics 
through the behaviour of groups and the practices of 
institutions (which may not be analysable in terms of
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individuals' decision-making and may indeed be 
manifested by individuals' inaction). Moreover such 
power may be exercised in the absence of observable 
conflict and grievances; is it not the supreme 
exercise of power to avert conflict and grievance by 
influencing, shaping and determining the perceptions 
and preferences of others?

Finally,Lukes stresses that this third dimension should lead 

researchers to hypothesise about contradictions which exist between 

the interests of those exercising power and the interests of those 

who appear to implicitly accept the controls to which they are 

subjected. Recognising Lukes' rider that the three dimensional model 

raises complex problems for research, I would argue that we should 

attempt in some way to tackle these different dimensions in our 

focus on power.

Returning to Rhodes' framework I would argue that it enables

us to focus on Bachrach and Baratz's two dimensions of power although
( 7 7 )it does not encourage us to focus on Lukes' third dimension of power. ' 

I shall now attempt to explore how these three dimensions of power 

have been reflected in the housing association experience.

3. Housing associations, interorganisational relations and control

We have seen that the goals of CBHAs relate to housing and 

environmental improvements (production); housing management (allocation) 
and resident involvement and local accountability.(74) Between 1974 

and 1984 CBHAs evolved as small, complex administrative agencies and 

local landlords. In Pahl's and Rex and Moore's terms, they have 

evolved into significant 'urban managers' or .'gatekeepers' with a
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major role in influencing access to their housing stock. We

have seen, however, that this gatekeeping role was significantly 

shaped by the policies of state agencies. If we focus on the 

interorganisational context of CBHAs (see diagram) it is evident 

that we must take account of interorganisational networks which high

light interconnections between public and private institutional 

sectors. In general the production and allocation operations of 

CBHAs straddle public and private sectors of the economy and 

associations are dependent on the state and on private sector interests.

In the following section I shall focus on issues affecting 

CBHAs as producers in an attempt to highlight the processes of power 

and control which were discussed theoretically in the preceding 

sections.

3.a. Production issues: power and control

Preceding chapters have pointed to underlying conflicts of 

interest and contradictory frames of reference which have influenced 

relations between associations and state agencies. I have argued 

that the key resources controlled by state agencies have been those 

of authority and funding,and in Chapters Six and Seven we saw that 

disputed issues on the production front have related to intentions 

about the rate and quality of area rehabilitation and its social 

outcomes. For example, at times there were contradictory conceptions 

of appropriate building standards pursued, on the one hand, by 

Glasgow associations (CBHAs) and the Scottish Federation of Housing
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Associations (the SFHA) and, on the other, by the Housing Corporation 

(the HC) and the Scottish Development Department (SDD). Interestingly, 

private sector organisations involved in housing production - the 

building professions and the builders - have pressed associations to 

aim for higher standards of rehabilitation.^^

In general, it appears that the frame of reference of the SDD

has reflected dominant intentions that rehabilitation should provide

a cheaper option than redevelopment - a policy which is clearly

consistent with the central state's policy, since the 1960s, of

reducing and controlling public expenditure. In relation to the

issue of standards, I would also suggest that the EC's frame of

reference has reflected its contradictory role in, on the one hand,

monitoring and ensuring public accountability and implementing central

government housing policies and, on the other, in promoting a movement

which has historically shown pride both in the quality of its housing
(7 1 )production and in meeting significant housing n e e d s . ' In short 

the HC has operated both as an agent of the central state and as an 

enabler of new initiatives. On the production front at times 

associations have felt unreasonably constrained by definitions of 

"reasonable" standards by HC officials; at others they have recognised 

that without the support of HC officials certain practical housing 

outcomes would never have been realised - for example, new build 

schemes and certain instances of housing mix. Moreover, at times the 

HC is recognised as having interests in common with associations.

For example, we have seen how under the cash limit system, failure
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to meet the expenditure limit by the 31 March means reduction in the 

following year's spend. Thus the HC, the SFHA, the Glasgow Forum 

(and other regional forums) jointly stress the need to meet the cash 

limit in order to maximise potential resources for the following 

financial year.

In general, therefore, while spending priorities and limits 

have been determined within central government departments (ultimate 

financial control), HC officials have operated as increasingly 

significant ’gatekeepers', in interpreting government policies and 

in influencing standards and types of association provision. I would 

also argue that key HC officials have played an important role in 

mediating between the divergent interests of the central state and 

associations by presenting a centralised planning perspective on 

Questions about standards and resources. The HC Board's role is to 

promote the policies of the government of the day through the 
allocation of its cash limit to associations in different regions 

and involved in different types of housing projects. While priorities 

are determined at ministerial level, clearly the HC has room to 

manoeuvre and to influence the SDD. This interpretative and mediating 

role is also evident when we explore differences in urban policy.

For example we have seen that regional offices of the HC have 

promoted different types of associations and entered into different 

types of partnerships with local authorities. There is no question 

that the role of associations in Glasgow would have been significantly 

different if the partnership between the HC and the District Council
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(GDC) had not resolved a strategy of promoting CBHAs as a significant 

vehicle for implementing improvement and neighbourhood retention.

Finally, returning to the question of building standards, I 

shall now consider how the frame of reference of CBHA participants 

has been reflected in conflicts of interest with state agencies. We 

have seen that CBHAs in the first instance are concerned with improving 

housing conditions for residents of the Action Areas in which they 

operate. The local base of CBHAs has led, however, to further objectives 

of providing larger houses to enable families to live with adequate 

space in tenement localities and CBHA participants have also stressed 

that the mix of house types and sizes in improved tenements will be 

a crucial factor in determining the future social composition of neigh

bourhoods. Against this background participants have aimed to produce 

larger sized housing units, by means of amalgamating or integrating 

existing tenement houses, in order to enable growing families to live 

alongside the elderly, the single and the young.

In Chapters Six and Seven we saw that these social objectives 

were not similarly stressed by SDD and that bureaucratic devices, 

which were aimed at controlling capital expenditure (cost limits or 

levels) served to restrict the feasibility of amalgamations. We 

also saw, however, that such bureaucratic criteria were modified 

following concerted pressure by associations' representative organi

sations. I shall argue here that all such bureaucratic devices or 

controls represent strategic choices, or policy emphases, by key
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decision-makers. 1 Now I have suggested that in the early stages 

of the rehabilitation policy in Glasgow, certain senior central state 

officials (and also, presumably politicians) did not favour the 

tenement as a housing form for families. Such values may have been 

reflected in the weighting of cost limits in terms of a bias towards 

the production of smaller housing units.

As well as this question of housing mix, there have been other 

points of issue on the "standards” front. For instance we saw that 

associations and their professional consultants have increasingly 

pressed for approval of higher standards, placing emphasis on "renewal" 

rather than "patch and repair" of the tenement structure and on higher 

amenities such as central heating. Associations have argued that the 

renewal approach enables more efficient on-site production control and 

should minimise future maintenance costs. Improved heating standards, 

they argue further, should help to avoid the serious dampness problems 

which are so common in the West of Scotland, with the rider 'provided 

that tenants can bear the costs of such heating'. Finally, associations 

have at times favoured minor items of expenditure - such as peepholes 

in tenement doors - items which reflect the culture of the neighbour

hoods in which associations operate. It is perhaps not surprising 

that such items have generated bargaining with government agencies 

whose participants are inevitably more socially distanced from the 

day to day concerns of local residents.
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In general, the planning concept of the "30 year life" of 

improved buildings has been interpreted by CBHA participants to mean 

that they are responsible for improving buildings which remain in 

reasonable condition in the 21st century. In this respect there

is a broad area of consensus between CEEAs and state agencies in 

spite of the contentious areas of interpretation and implementation 

which I have discussed in this section.

3.b. Aspects of negative decision-making

In Chapter Seven I argued that the approach within SDD to 

modifying cost limits reflected aspects of 'non' or 'negative' decision- 

making. 1 We saw that, during a period of rapid inflation in 

building costs, cost limits were held by SID at unrealistically low 

levels as compared with average scheme costs. Further, I have argued 

that there was a bias in the cost limits system which served to 

emphasise the production of smaller housing units and conversely to 
discourage the provision of larger units through amalgamations.

Wow there has been modification in both these respects - associations 

today operate in the context of more realistic cost limits and there 

is greater ease in including amalgamations. In general, however, the 

issue of rehabilitation standards has been associated with both overt 

and implicit conflict between associations and central government.

We have seen in the case studies and in Part Three that such conflict 

has focused on specific scheme submissions and on the general level 

of standards promoted by associations individually and collectively;
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that it has stimulated participants to engage in lobbying, as well as 

the campaigning efforts of the Glasgow Forum and the Scottish 

Federation. The account of bureaucratic controls and collective action 

in Part Three has highlighted how at times policy-making within SDD 

has served to inhibit challenges to bureaucratic conceptions of 

appropriate standards which emphasised low cost solutions. The 

dominant frame of reference of SDD officials has stressed the role 

of CBHAs in bringing about house improvements and has been less 

concerned than have associations with the social implications of that 

endeavour.

Also on the production front I referred to a different instance 

of negative decision-making - that relating to grant and loan funding 

for commercial owners in C3EA areas. In relation to this issue, we 

saw that CBHAs were significantly dependent on the cooperation of
(  82)owners of commercial properties who had no access to public subsidy;

Hot surprisingly this cooperation was not always forthcoming as 

commercial owners generally stood to gain very little from expenditure 

on their share of common repairs in tenements. Whilst their invest

ment in rehabilitation meant that they would be able to continue 

trading in the longer term, in the short term commercial properties 

experienced considerable disturbance. A further factor was that 

small shops at times could not afford the financial and trading 

consequences of rehabilitation. Improvement schemes were often 

delayed by negotiations with commercial owners. As a result CBHA 

participants pressed SDD to alleviate the situation by enabling some
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form of grant funding, at least for small local shopkeepers. 'Whilst 

the problem was clearly recognised within SDD,it was argued that 

there could be no resolution under present legislation as the 1974 

Act applied only to householders and housing1.

Saunders describes this pattern of negative decision-making as

one where''dogs may bark themselves hoarse in the night but nobody 
( 83*)listens’. ^' On the shops question we have seen that eventually SDD 

did listen to the concerted demands of participants, local 

authority personnel and shopkeepers. Initial action by SDD reflected 

a strategy commonly documented as a typical aspect of negative decision

making - that of the committee of enquiry with its coopted representa

tion of ’all interests'. (This corporatist strategy duplicated the 

formation of a Cost Limit Working Party in 1979«) However as Selznick’s 

study showed/8^  cooptation can serve to modify the intentions of 

the powerful, particularly I would suggest in relation to those issues 

which by their nature are confused and uncertain, and where key 

participants in powerful agencies are sympathetic. In relation to 

the issue of commercial properties the Working Party found that 

some level of grant funding was feasible for small shopkeepers within 

the framework of existing legislation. I would argue that, whilst 

central government was clearly not against the principle of providing 

subsidy to commercial owners or private landlords, earlier negative 

decision-making reflected both the absence of political will to set

a precedent regarding non housing 

turnover of personnel within SDD.

commercial owners and the fact of
(85)
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These instances of negative decision-making have further illus

trated the extensive powers of SDD, the body which controls key 

resources of funding and authority, which are sought by associations 

and which have implications for a range of groups affected by the 

area rehabilitation policy. I would suggest that while certain 

decisions by central government have been located within the Cabinet 

and Treasury, others have been significantly influenced by senior 

politicians and officials in SDD. I have emphasised that the total 

housing cake is distributed at Treasury level, where decisions about 

the total public expenditure on housing are taken annually. We have 

seen that public housing expenditure has significantly declined since 

the late 1970s and this trend looks set to continue in the mid 1980s. 

Public expenditure on housing associations has been relatively less 

severely curtailed. In Chapter Seven I argued that, whilst the 

capital allocation to Scottish associations was insufficient to 

sustain the work programmes of the growing numbers of housing 

associations which were formed during the 1970s, it is significant 

that the movement was allowed to expand at all.

We have seen that the housing association movement was promoted 

and supported in a context of growing public expenditure restraint, 

and of major political concerns about Britain's economic crisis. 

Further the historical account in Part One showed how both major 

parties supported the role of a Third Arm promoted through the Housing 

Corporation. I have argued that central government was looking for 

an alternative to local authorities as a means of tackling the
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extensive problem of private sector housing obsolescence in urban 

areas. Also in Chapter Seven I concluded that we "can only explain 

why the Conservative Government allowed further expansion of the 

voluntary sector in terms of housing association characteristics 

which appeal to conservative values - for example voluntarism, although 

I have suggested that other aspects of conservative ideology contra

dict with support for associations (for example privatisation and 

reduction in public expenditure). Against this background it is 

notable that there have been policy differences between Scotland and 

England and Wales (for example, the approach to sales, tenement cost 

limits). These differences are reflected in legislation and policy 

statements highlighting recognition of regional variations in the 

role and development of associations. It is at this level that 

senior personnel in the Scottish Office play a significant mediating 

or gatekeeping role in relation to the flow of resources on which 

associations are dependent.

I shall now explore some further aspects of power and control 

which have been reflected in the housing association experience.

3.c. The routinisation of power

The housing association experience can be seen as reflecting 

certain aspects of routinised power which have been identified in the 

literature. For example I have highlighted in Part Three and in the 

case studies how participants' intentions and collective action 

reflect their concerns about potentially disadvantageous reactions
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by powerful agencies. For example both CBHAs accepted that certain 

properties could not be saved from demolition, due to the exceptionally 

high cost implications of their state of disrepair or of structural 

problems. In spite of local residents' criticism of the associations' 

apparent unwillingness to fight to keep local people in the neighbour

hood, CEHAs have generally adopted a rational, instrumental stance 

in these circumstances. The realities of funding controls and of 

structural uncertainties have encouraged associations in these 

circumstances not to automatically fight against the authorities, 

knowing that the only outcomes might be to increase local support 

and to alienate HC and SDD personnel. Rather the aim has been to 

realise the best practical solutions, although at times this has 

meant the alternative of resolving to fight to save threatened 

tenements (for example when their demolition would have implications 

for neighbouring buildings).

Saunders describes the case of anticipated reactions as typical

of those where 'dogs do not bark because they are muzzled or because
(87)they believe that they are muzzled'. ' The analogy of 'dogs' is 

amusing, however it is also surprisingly behaviourist given Saunders' 

position. We are talking about people who do not take political 

action due to implicit, and frequently unspecific,concerns about the 

assessed potential consequences of action. Implicit concerns are 

that the reactions of the powerful might have more adverse outcomes 

for participants' interests (or for those of the groups they serve 

by virtue of their objectives) than if they were to leave the status
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quo well alone. At the same time, the complexity of issues, may 

mean that participants perceive no direct route by which their actions 

or demands might alleviate or amend the circumstances, in spite of 

their general grasp of the power structure.

Whilst funding constraints in the last resort generally

influenced possibilities of saving local houses, we have seen how

the technological complexities and uncertainties of rehabilitation, and
( 88 'lalso local residents' preferences, established additional constraints.

For example, the issue of undermining in Govanhill and its far-reaching 

implications established both constraints on the improvement programme 

and new opportunities for local collective action and negotiations 

with state agencies, which resulted in apparently advantageous solutions- 

for local residents. Further in this instance, local representatives 

and state agencies were on equally "unsure ground". This example, I 

would suggest, highlights that cases of anticipated reactions may be 

more complex than Saunders has suggested.

Saunders refers us to a second aspect of negative decision

making involving recognition of the routinisation of power, but this 

time by the powerful who are confident that crucial issues will not 

emerge as a focus of public debate. Saunders uses another metaphor 

to describe such situations: 'dogs may fail to bark because they have 

been doped, or at best fobbed off with a very inferior bone'.

Implicitly Saunders' metaphor here implies conscious strategies on 

the part of powerful interests (a duping process). This again
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is too restricted an interpretation of Bachrach and Baratz's 

conceptualisation of power. It does not acknowledge that while 

Bachrach and Baratz may have "been unclear, they did recognise the 

institutionalisation of power and referred to power as much as a 

capacity to influence as a pattern reflected in actual decision

making.

Is such bias not relevant to the study of power?
Should not the student he continuously alert to its 
possible existence in the human institution that he 
studies, and be ever prepared to examine the forces 
which brought it into being and sustain it? (90)

Bachrach and Baratz, therefore, do not deny the significance of the 

more subtle, routine forms of power and the ways in which political 

ideologies and economic constraints may serve to influence the 

strategies of both strategically powerful groups and agencies and 

subordinate groups.

Where I would agree with Saunders is that it is enormously 

difficult for researchers to discuss examples of bias and inaction 

without reference to their wider context of routinised power. Moving 

to my examples, I shall first consider situations where we might 

conclude that key issues have not emerged as a focus of public debate.
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3-d. Bias and inaction

3-d.l. Choice and housing strategies

Two important studies of housing policy in Birmingham have 

stressed that whilst the respective merits of large-scale slum clear

ance, phased (cellular) renewal and improvement policies had been 

debated in the late 1960s by central government agencies, the build

ing professions and planning critics, in fact state improvement

policies were resolved without such alternatives being opened for
(91)public debate. Indeed Paris and Blackabyv ' have argued that had 

Action Area residents been faced with a choice between alternatives 

of phased renewal or comprehensive improvement, they might have 

chosen the first option - and I found some evidence to support this
(92)m  my interviews. ' Just as in the Birmingham studies, the key 

concerns of local residents of Glasgow's inner areas were to avoid 

the consequences of 'deferred demolition' and to stabilise their 

housing futures. By the mid 1970s only a small minority of Labour 

councillors and local residents favoured the bulldozer, on the 

grounds that improvement was a second rate cheap alternative to new 

housing. We have seen in Chapter Two, and it is similarly argued in 

the Birmingham study, that the central government improvement policy 

was pressed on local authorities during a period of expenditure 

restraint. Merrett has argued, however, that central government 

personnel must have been aware of the potential appeal and legitimacy 

of the rehabilitation strategy in the context of a political climate
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which was critical of large-scale slum clearance. (93)

Perhaps the innovation was promoted in the civil 
service and the Cabinet, not because a spatially 
bounded programme was seen to be genuinely more 
cost effective but because bureaucrats and 
politicians understood that the policy redirection 
required, for ideological purposes, tangible 
symbols of the new humanism in environmental 
policy. (94)

Therefore whilst the rehabilitation strategy did not challenge the
(95)legitimacy of the economic constraints on state expenditure, it is 

evident that central state planners had come to positively reject 

the municipal large scale slum clearance strategy. A further significant 

point is that it was central state personnel who had the capacity to 

influence perceptions of possible strategies for tackling obsolescence - 

both for local authorities and urban residents. It is the capacity 

to influence definitions of possibilities and alternatives which is 

a significant aspect of the mobilisation of bias - a process which 

inhibits issues and alternatives becoming a focus of public debate or 

contention amongst those most directly affected by them.

My emphasis here on the restriction of alternatives has been 

highlighted in several studies of public policy and in theories about 

the state. For example McKay and C o x ^ ^  have illustrated the key 

role of central state departments in influencing the shift towards 

area discrimination in social policy in the mid 1960s and towards 

inner city programmes in the second half of the 1960s. They argue 

that the 'rediscovery of the inner city', which has increasingly been 

reflected in urban policy, was promoted at central government level.
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While the policy was addressed towards stimulating investment in

areas characterised hy racial inequalities, multiple deprivation and

industrial decline, its public airing did not stress that this policy

represented a shift away from investment in outlying areas and New 
(97)Towns. ' Similarly, Hall et al have emphasised that a key 

characteristic of the policy process is the filtering of issues 

and demands by relevant gatekeepers.^®^ On the one hand, they 

argue that demands

are subject to a fairly strict filtering process:
They are largely absorbed within the civil service hierarchy 
and relatively few reach ministerial level. Ideally the 
hierarchical filtering process exists to select the issues 
which should be conveyed to Ministers, as well as to pre
vent problems rising above the level at which they can be 
resolved effectively. (99)

On the other hand, the public presentation of policy issues is similarly

affected by 'filtering' and by depoliticisation - a point aptly stated

in Crossman's Diaries. (100)
I shall consider two further examples of how dominant ideologies 

and the routinisation of power are reflected in both policy-making 

and political inaction. I shall focus further here on the issue of 

funding and on the issue of housing association rents, which were 

discussed earlier in Part Three of the thesis.
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3.d.2. Funding and resource allocation

We have seen that Scottish associations experienced their first 

cut in the total cash limit allocated to the Housing Corporation for 

the year 1984 to 1985- Further, this cut took effect following the 

notable expansion of the Scottish movement during the second half of 

the 1970s - an expansion promoted by the shift in central government 

policy represented in the 1974 Housing Act. On the other hand, we 

should remember that the voluntary sector had been encouraged to 

expand during a period of general contraction in public housing.

The Conservative Government has reduced public expenditure on housing 

from approximately £950 million (1979/80) to £650 million (1984/85) 
and proposes that this trend should continue further. At the same 

time unemployment in the Scottish Construction Industry has increased 

by 34,000.^101^

In Part Three we saw that Scottish associations and the West 

of Scotland Forum have campaigned increasingly on the question of 

resources and I have suggested that minor modifications in resource 

allocation are likely to have been attributable to their lobbying/

I shall also suggest here that certain developments on the campaigning 

front can be seen to reflect political aspects of resource allocation, 

as well as divisions within the movement and within the public housing 

sector as a whole. In general the voluntary sector receives a share 

of a total housing cake which is determined at Treasury level. The 

associations' cake is shared unevenly both between regions and types 

of housing provision according to Housing Corporation assessments, on
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the one hand, of associations' capacity to produce the goods and, 

on the other, of housing needs. Moreover, the housing strategies of 

local authorities have influenced urban patterns of resource 

allocation.

On the campaigning front, representative bodies have taken 

pains not to argue the case for more resources in a way that might 

suggest any desire for movement growth at the expense of other 

housing sectors. Farther, regional campaigns such as that generated 

in the Vest of Scotland, 1980 to 1981, emphasised that Glasgow 

associations were not pressing for a larger slice of the cake for 

rehabilitation in the Vest at the expense of associations in the East 

and special needs new build provision. In fact, the outcome of the 

lobby by Vest of Scotland associations was an increased allocation 

for special needs provision. It is likely, however, if government 

funding continues to be cut, that parochial interests may become more 
visible in campaigning and there are certain signs to this effect 

at the time of writing.

The main point is that the divisions between housing sectors, 

to which I have referred here, have served to encourage a campaigning 

approach which is segmented and which until recently has been 

implicitly acceptive of a fixed housing resource cake. These assumptions 

and divisions have been influenced and reaffirmed by key policy

makers at central government level in public statements about housing 

need and resource allocation. The political airing of resource
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questions hardly serves to encourage open acknowledgement that 

political and strategic choices are regularly made within Parliament, 

the Civil Service and by the Treasury about the allocation of public 

funds between defence, grants to promote industrial and commercial 

development, education and social policy. In general,ministerial 

statements on resource issues are presented in terms which cloud 

their wider political and economic context, which deny the possibility

of alternative strategies, and which discourage demands which might
/

severely challenge the status quo of resource allocation. Against 

this background it is important to note that amongst those who wait 

for decent housing the dominant pattern has been one of political 

quiescence, in spite of campaigning and local publicity. In terms 

of national campaigning, however, there are growing signs that 

associations are interested in campaigning jointly with other agencies 

involved in public housing in Scotland.

The preceding discussion of the politics of resource allocation 

might seem to reflect the power situation highlighted by Bachrach and 

Baratz, whereby powerful interests have the scope:

to limit decision-making to relatively non-controversial 
matters by influencing community values and political 
procedures and rituals, not withstanding that there are 
in the community serious but latent power conflicts. (104)

I have argued, however, that we cannot simply explain political 

action with reference to the actions or decisions of the powerful. 

Rather we have to consider how the political context of issues reflects 

historical patterns of class domination and the ways in which social,
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political and economic values have become embedded in institutionalised 

political relations and the conventions of the policy-making game.

It will be evident that my argument here has diverged 

considerably from Rhodes’ approach which I discussed in Section Two 

of this chapter. In particular, in terms of my departure from 

focusing on participants' perceptions of power and participants' 

strategies, I have argued that to understand 'rules of the game' and 

the 'appreciative system', we must consider the relevance of subtler 

processes of ideological control. These processes may be reflected 

in institutionalised power structures; in aspects of decision-making 

by powerful groups, and, finally, in patterns of political action, 

inaction or quiescence amongst subordinate groups.

Marxists and radical political theorists have argued that 

ideological control by the ruling classes in capitalist societies has 

historically been mediated through different institutions, such as the 

political system, state agencies, education, the mass media, work and 

family socialisation. Further, they have stressed that these processes 

encourage passivity and acceptance and/or fear of authority, 

conservatism and parochialism amongst subordinate groups and that such 

tendencies coexist alongside more critical forms of political 

consciousness. I would suggest that such contradictory forms of

consciousness characterise the housing association movement.
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On the one hand,there is a large stock of awareness about the 

power structure and external dependencies; on the other hand, the 

structure is routinised and largely accepted in terms of real politik - 

'can we bite the hand that feeds us?’ As a result, self-imposed 

limitations, conventions or 'miles of the game1 apply to forms of 

protest and to the framing of issues. I would further suggest that 

such constraints do not solely relate to fears about the anticipated 

reactions of the powerful, but also to concerns about anticipated 

reactions of other subordinate groups. For instance I have referred 

to how participants are at times concerned that strident argument or 

demonstration for more resources might be interpreted in terms of 

associations wanting more of the fixed housing cake - a position that 

would adversely affect the interests of other subordinate or deprived 

groups, which may operate in terms of the notion of a fixed, un

questionable total housing resource cake. We are once again back to 

issues of ideology and more "nebulous" environmental influences.

Finally I want to consider the system of rent determination, 

the Fair Rents System, which I discussed earlier in Chapter Seven.

3-d.3- "Fair” rents

I would suggest that this system reflects both the institutionali

sation of bias and a political context of such complexity that its 

critics cannot meaningfully assess what realistic changes might be 

sought to the advantage of association tenants. It has been argued 

that the system was intended to depoliticise private sector rents
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issues by establishing a system of state bureaucratic monitoring and 

regulation. Yet we have seen that association rents have increased

under the Fair Rents System to the extent that they are frequently 

higher than local authority rents. By 1984 Glasgow MPs were raising 

questions about this situation in Parliament. (During a parliamentary 

debate, 20 June 1984, MPs questioned rent differentials in the public 

sector, the appropriateness of the system of rent determination for 

housing associations and further, emphasised that ’about 40 per cent 

of registrations are currently in the housing association sector, 

and in Glasgow the figure is probably nearer 50 per cent'.)^

In general I would suggest that these trends affecting housing 

association rents are not at all surprising given the contradictory 

influences on the Fair Rents System as it applies to housing associa

tions. On the one hand, associations are treated like private land

lords. On the other hand, whilst associations, like all landlords, 

nnist realise income from rents to invest in property maintenance, 

central government has recognised the social or public housing objectives 

of associations by subsidising their administration and property 

Eiaintenance costs.

This system of rent determination means that the role of 

associations as landlords is affected by contradictory forces which 

characterise the housing market and its regulation by the state.

However, in Chapter Seven I suggested that there is no unanimity within 

the movement about the appropriateness of the Fair Rents System or
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about the rent levels it has generated - although there is evidence 

of cumulative dissatisfaction on 'both fronts. This lack of unanimity 

clearly reflects the organisational and ideological diversity which 

has characterised the historical development of the movement which was 

described in Part One of the thesis.

One final point about the Rents Registration Service is that 

in spite of its head office location within the Scottish Office, 

senior officials of both the Rents Registration Service and the 

Scottish Development Department continue to stress that the adminis

trative determination of rents is not subject to political influence^1' 

Such statements may do justice to the■official allocation of 

responsibilities between policy and administration. As I argued in 

Chapter Nine, however, in relation to housing association decision

making, no formalistic model of decision-making functions is ever 

adequate for explaining decision influences and outcomes. Therefore 

whilst no evidence exists that central government politicians or 

officials are consulted about rent levels by the rent officers' 

hierarchy, nor that any views expressed, officially or unofficially, 

by senior state personnel are adhered to within the Rents Registration 

Service, this does not mean that such influence is absent. Whilst 

it may be impossible to identify the dynamics of such influence, 

there is considerable evidence that senior officials of the Rents 

Registration Service have reported to senior SDD officials their 
concerns about a particular association which appealed to reduce 

rent levels on grounds of anomalies. The interest of senior SDD
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officials in the approach of associations to rent levels has been 

clearly demonstrated in official communications with the association 

concerned.

Finally,I would suggest that Rent Assessment Committees may 

have an intrinsic bias stemming from their composition which generally 

includes individuals with business and/or professional interests in 

housing. Such members may hold either an ideological or self-interested 

predisposition towards viewing housing as a profit-oriented financial 

investment rather than as provision to meet social need - although I 

am not arguing here that there is a necessary connection between 

individuals' economic and professional interests and their social 

values. The main point, therefore, in this discussion of the system 

of housing association rent determination is that the system is 

intrinsically biased in terms of its primary emphasis on a private 

housing sector which is predominantly oriented to housing as a profit 

making commodity, rather than decent housing as a citizen's right.

In terms of the role of associations as landlord, therefore, the rules 

of the game stress that associations have a clearly limited administrative 

mole to play in relation to rents. It should be noted that associations 

can hide behind these rules when tenants question rent increases.

Now ,on this question of bias I am not suggesting that we should 

view the restriction of alternatives as reflecting a consciously 

concerted, manipulative strategy on the part of politicians and 

officers. Rather I would suggest that we should view policy development
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as reflecting the contradictory characteristics of, and pressures 

on, the state in capitalist society, which have been emphasised by 

Marxists and critical social t h e o r i s t s . F o r  example it has 

been argued that the Fair Rents System can be viewed as representing 

state intervention to regulate outcomes of the conflicting economic 

interests of private landlords and tenants in capitalist society. 

Whilst there can be no totally objective indicators of fair treatment 

(a moral concept) in the context of these conflicting interests, it 

is likely that the political and economic values of key personnel 

will be reflected in "fair" rent levels. Administrative discretion 

may therefore mean the autonomy to implement political values in 

terms of private sector rent levels.

Before moving on to the final section of this chapter, I shall 

draw some conclusions about the questions which I raised earlier in 

relation to control. We saw in Section Two that questions about 

control have been a focus in the study of interorganisational and 

intergovernmental relations, and I have argued against an approach 

which ignores wider cultural, political and economic influences 

on power relations. In contrast to a democratic-pluralist conception 

of power I have drawn on the work of writers with a more radical and 

open-ended conception of power and control and applied their more 

critical perspective to the housing association experience.
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In general that discussion has clearly denied the relevance of 

what has been termed a "zero-sum" notion of power. Whilst I have 

emphasised that state agencies have significantly determined the 

scope and role of associations, we have seen that no single agency 

holds all the reins, nor has the capacity fully to determine outcomes. 

Moreover, associations have been shown to be active rather than 

passive in relation to state policies. Ihe main thrust of Part 

Three of the thesis has highlighted the emergence of collective action 

through common organisations which has served to affect state policies. 

At the same time, we saw in Part Pour how local circumstances and 

participants' action served to influence .the development of 

associations. Now, while I have argued that state agencies have been 

the most significant influence on the voluntary housing sector, 

Questions about the extent to which associations can exercise control 

over their affairs have led me to emphasise the significance of other 

interorganisational networks. We have seen that associations enter 

into contractual relations with business and professional organisations 

und these relations are characterised by changing and uneven patterns 

of control and dependence. I

I would remind the reader of my earlier emphasis on the concept 

of uncertainty. We have seen how at times specific goals, relation

ships and environmental conditions reflected notable uncertainty and 

change. Just as Crozier suggested, power relations and struggles 

frequently appeared to stem from zones or periods of uncertainty and
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change. At times certain officials' influence was linked to the 

fact that their particular skills and tasks were relevant to pre

dominant uncertainties and problems facing their organisations. At 

others the technological uncertainties of rehabilitation have ensured 

the dependence of associations on building contractors and professional 

consultants. However, I have stressed that all such private sector 

agencies have been influenced by economic and political developments 

reflected in the strategies of state agencies.

In the final section of this chapter I shall consider the 

implications of the housing association experience for certain theories 

about the state in capitalist society.

4. The Third Arm and the State

In Part One of the thesis, in which I described the history of 

the Third Arm we saw how the "service" and "cooperative" sectors of 
the voluntary housing movement became almost totally dependent on 

state subsidy. Whereas prior to 1890,the state approached the problems 

°f housing obsolescence and shortage by providing incentives to the 

private sector and by regulating standards of provision, by the early 

20th century, the strategies of state agencies were notably more 

complex. On the one hand, the state has operated as caretaker of the 

housing stock by employing a dual strategy in relation to the private 

housing sector - a strategy which involved both incentives to provide 

housing (through subsidy) and control over housing production and 

allocation (through planning controls, legislation on standards, and
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rent controls). On the other hand, the local state has increasingly

operated in a more directly interventionist fashion in relation to

the private sector in its slum clearance policies and in its role as

developer of the public housing stock. In general,state

provision of housing for the working classes has reflected the bourgeois

paternalist values and objectives of a historically longstanding, but

relatively insignificant, provision by the voluntary sector. State

housing policies have emphasised similar intentions of "filtering up",

as well as assumptions about the "deserving" and "undeserving" poor

which were characteristic of bourgeois philanthropic provision in the

19th century. In sum the complex web of housing policies and housing

subsidies has been modified incrementally as the housing problem has

changed in intensity and shape, and yet has neither met the needs of

the poorest, most disadvantaged sections of urban populations, nor

effectively counteracted recurrent problems and changing dimensions
(112)

of housing obsolescence.

The history of the Third Arm has clearly illustrated the 

significant growth of state intervention and control during the 

20th century which has been identified in the literature on the 

state, social policy and housing in capitalist society. In Miliband's 

terms:

More than ever before men now live in the shadow of the 
state. What they want to achieve, individually or in 
groups, now mainly depends on the state's sanction and 
support. But since that sanction and support are not 
bestowed indiscriminately, they must, ever more directly, 
seek to influence and shape the state's power and purpose, 
or try and appropriate it altogether. ... This is why as
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social “beings, they are also political beings whether 
they know it or not. It is possible not to be 
interested in what the state does; but it is not 
possible to be unaffected by it. (llj)

While the historical account in Parts One and Two of the thesis has 

stressed the growing intervention of the state in the private housing 

sector, Parts Three and Four have emphasised how interest groups 

affected by state policies have continually sought to modify and 

influence state policies. Hatch's study of voluntary organisations 

arrives at similar conclusions to my own about the power of the state 

in relation to the voluntary sector. He states:

Thus voluntary organisations are not a challenge to the 
state in the sense of being able to supplant it or to 
carry on in parallel to it. The basic.structural frame
work of the services, decisions about priorities in the 
allocation of resources and about levels and standards of 
provision, lie with the state. The voluntary sector does 
influence and criticise these decisions, though in the 
three towns it did seem that the statutory sector had more 
influence on the voluntary sector than vice versa. (114)

I have argued, however, that whilst state funding has been a key 

factor in determining the rate and quality of housing production by 

housing associations, these production outcomes have also been 

significantly influenced by strategic choices and political pressure 

by associations and their participants (Chapters Six and Seven). I 

shall also stress here that the local base of ŒBHAs has been a key 

factor influencing aspects of production (Chapters Ten, Eleven and 

Twelve). Local pressure has influenced the approach of government 

agencies to technological contingencies, such as undermining and 

subsidence, and the phasing of improvements (Govanhill), and to the
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role of associations in providing general family housing through new 

"building (Reidvale). We have also seen how, in spite of their collective 

representations, associations have had to limit their production goals 

in the context of public expenditure cuts and central state objectives 

about building standards which have affected state housing generally.

In terms of their role in allocating housing we have seen that 

associations are similarly constrained by the policies of state agencies - 

by central government legislation which defines tenants’ rights, by 

local authority policies on nominations, and by government policies 

affecting public sector rent levels. On the other hand, we saw that 

associations have influenced the ’’nominations rights" policy of the 

local authority; that representations by the SEHA, politicians and the 

HC served to enable the institutionalisation of a Voluntary Sales Code 

in contrast with the compulsory "right to buy" for sitting tenants 

across the border. However, it must be pointed out that both of 
these negotiated agreements with the local and central state may be 

precarious resolutions to underlying conflicts of interest between 

different state agencies and the voluntary sector, which are clearly 

open to renegotiation. At the present time there is some concern 

ihat, while certain "resolutions" are consistent with the objectives 

of associations, there are those within the relevant state agencies 

■who may be interested in resuscitating issues and negotiating or 

f̂flposing conditions more consistent with government policies.
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Now it should he clear that in discussing these issues of 

control, it has often been inappropriate to speak of the state as a 

whole, or as a monolithic entity. The housing association experience 

has illustrated clearly the complex internal organisation of the 

state, with a multiplicity of state agencies being involved in 

questions of housing obsolescence and in influencing the role of 

associations in meeting a variety of housing needs. The housing 

association experience has also been influenced by a variety of forms 

of state intervention and control.

I shall stress here that a key aspect of the research has been 

that it has highlighted the complex interrelations of public and 

private sectors in capitalist society, which are so significantly 

reflected in housing issues and housing policy. The study has 

focused on the voluntary sector generally, and on CBHAs in particular, 

mainly in terms of their role in housing production. In this
emphasis on housing production I have departed from a mainstream 

emphasis in current theorising about the state and housing which 

locates housing provision as consumption or allocation (redistri

bution) rather than production (the basis of the economic surplus).^11 

I would argue that this difference in emphasis,and my focus on quasi

state organisations, leads us towards a different perspective on state 

intervention and control than that which has been promoted by certain 

decent theories on urban politics. For example, whilst my position 

is consistent with Jessop's approach, it departs considerably from 

Cawson's and Saunders' analyses of state intervention, social policy 

and urban c o n f l i c t s . W h i l s t  all these writers agree that there
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are three major forme of state intervention and control - the 

market, the "bureaucratic and the corporatist forms - Cawson and 

Saunders stress that corporatist intervention is most likely to he 

found in the sphere of capitalist production,and that market and 

bureaucratic forms of intervention predominate in the housing sphere» 

and in relation to social consumption provision generally. Writers 

like Jessop^"^ who have pointed to the interrelationship between 

the state's role in production and in consumption,lead us towards a 

more complex picture of the interplay of forms of state intervention 

and control - a complexity which I believe has been demonstrated in 

aspects of the development of housing associations in Scotland. I 

shall now clarify further some of the central arguments of this debate 

and consider their relevance to the housing association experience.

First, Jessop^"^ argues that the state should be viewed 

initially as 'an institutional ensemble of forms of representation, 

internal organisation, and intervention', and an emerging theme in 

writings on the state has involved the attempt to highlight changing 

patterns of representation and intervention.^*^ Cawson describes 

a 'market mode of intervention' by state agencies in late capitalism, 

as one which is expressed in relations between a strong, increasingly 

authoritarian state and a private market e c o n o m y . A  key 

feature of this market mode is that state intervention is limited to 

activities which enable private markets to operate. This form of 

intervention has been a dominant characteristic of the state's role 

in the housing system. I would suggest that examples of market
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intervention have included the promotion of owner-occupation through

tax concessions on mortgages; the provision of improvement grants

for private owners (a policy affected hy local authority discretion),

and local authority mortgages for housing in areas where building

societies have refused to lend. All such policies have clearly been

oriented to reviving or sustaining the housing market and one of their

outcomes has clearly been to facilitate private profit. On the

production side, state intervention has similarly been mainly of the

market mode. I have emphasised, like Merrett and others, the

economic and organisational instabilities which characterise the house

construction industry. In spite of the construction industry's

partnership lobby (for example, the Scottish Construction Industry

Group), housing producers have generally been significantly influenced

by the booms and slumps of international capitalism, which have been
( 122)reflected in interest rates and also inevitably in demand.v '

At this point I shall briefly refer to Offe's analysis of the 

state which has stressed that economic and political contradictions
(are reflected in patterns of state intervention in the housing market. 

Offe argues that the state in capitalist society is significantly 

involved in maintaining capitalist accumulation and that the state 

therefore has a class bias. On the other hand, Offe argues that in 

the attempt to conceal this bias, state agencies become involved in 

legitimising their role by accommodating working class interests and 

demands. As a result the state intervenes both directly and indirectly 

in the marketplace (by socialising or decommodifying property
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relations)- a process which at times threatens capitalist interests 

and the viability of the private market. Offe, like O'Connor,

argues that the expansion of the state's role in production establishes 

tendencies to a dual crisis in terms of both the legitimacy and the 

financial viability of state intervention - a political and economic 

crisis. In the context of crisis, state policies focus on 

resuscitating the private market by means of recommodification or 

reprivati sati on.

I shall not discuss here Offe’s arguments on the outcomes of 

privatisation except to say that he points to both positive and negative 

consequences of privatisation for the state. Offe's main point is 

that socialisation and privatisation are contradictory outcomes of 

the state's role at specific historical periods. The growing tendency 

of privatisation (decommodification) has been well documented since 

the late 1970s - a reversal of cumulative policy trends (socialisation) 

since the wars. In the housing field this privatisation tendency 

has been demonstrated in grants to private developers, in the emphasis 

on public sector sales and in higher subsidies to owner-occupation 

than to tenanted accommodation. Further, it has been argued that

the promotion of the voluntary housing sector as a Third Arm in 

housing provision was symptomatic of a political commitment to provide 

alternatives to municipal centralism. i have suggested, however,

that housing associations can be seen to represent a new form of 

social ownership, at least in terms of the objectives of their 

participants.
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A second form of state intervention and control has been identi

fied as bureaucratic control. In general centralised bureaucratic 

controls and resource allocation have characterised the personal social 

services which are involved in distributing welfare on the basis of 

objective categorisations of need or impersonal criteria. In the 

housing context, this form of allocation and control is represented 

in the provision of Housing Benefit allocation and in local authority- 

house allocations. In general it has been argued that state 

provision of social services (housing, health, etc.) reflects both 

market and bureaucratic forms of intervention. Finally on the 

question of bureaucratic control, while I argued in Chapter Five 

that there has been a growing emphasis on corporate policy-making 

by state agencies, there is no question that centralist bureaucratic 

forms of control predominate - for example, the cash limit system

and the system of scheme monitoring and approval, which is based on
(127)cost limits or levels in the housing association case.

An important feature of the literature referred to in this 

section, therefore, is its emphasis on the complexity of the modem 

capitalist state. As well as these market and bureaucratic forms of 

state intervention, resource allocation and control, many writers 

have pointed to a growing pattern of corporatist intervention, 

particularly in response to crises in capitalist production since 

the 1960s. This argument suggests that corporatist policies have 

been framed in terms of the public interest; that they have been 

associated with a growing emphasis on consultation and partnership
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"between public and private sector agencies; that they have only 

indirectly been influenced by parliament and that these public- 

private sector partnerships have been vested with extensive 

discretionary powers. Corporatist intervention, therefore, has 

stimulated the growth of Quasi Autonomous Government Agencies 

(Quagos) and of Quasi Autonomous Non Governmental Agencies (Quangos) - 

private bodies receiving public funds, such as housing associations. 

Jessop argues that corporatist intervention serves to ensure central 

control in spite of the fragmentation of the state. At the same time ■ 

the development of corporatist policy-making may serve to segregate 

policy sectors and to remove policy-making from public scrutiny and 

accountability to parliament. Jessop concludes that the extension of 

corporatist intervention, the growth of state and quasi-state apparatus 

represents a 'massive extension of bureaucratic domination over 

economy and civil society'. Cawson, however, stresses an 

analytical distinction between bureaucratic and corporatist inter

vention and, like Winckler, he argues that corporatism involves the 

dispersal rather than the concentration of state power. I

would argue, however, that Jessop's position is entirely reasonable - 

particularly in view of his less restrictive application of the 

concept and his discussion of the outcomes of corporatism.

In general these different discussions of corporatist inter

vention have been influenced by Offe's analysis of the state. Offe 

has argued that the growing role of the state in crisis intervention 

and crisis avoidance in the productive sphere has encouraged the
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growth of corporatist intervention. Such intervention has tended to 

be indicative and enabling; to be flexible rather than bureaucratic 

and, therefore, more strategically effective in the context of the 

■uncertainties of capitalist production. Moreover, corporatist 

intervention involves the cooptation of political and economic 

interests through representation - particularly in situations where 

cooperation is essential to the effective implementation of 

Policies.

funleavy and Rhodes have further extended the discussion of 

corporatism in their focus on aspects of control within the state.

They describe corporatism as a pattern which was increasingly reflected 

in central-local government relations under the Labour Government,

1974-79.

By "corporatism" we mean a mode of integrating different 
sectors of society (for example public and private sectors) 
or different tiers of government (for example, central and 
local) by means of formal interest bargaining between central 
government and the outside organisations to be controlled.
In a corporatist model we no longer have free-wheeling 
interest group activity and open access for any potential 
group to policy influence. Instead, a few powerful outside 
interests are extensively coopted into closed relations 
with central government, taking on a dual role representing 
their members to government and of controlling their 
members on behalf of government. (132)

However Lunleavy and Rhodes also stress that, since the 1979 Conserva

tive Government came to power, we have seen a significant trend 

towards unilateral action by central government over local authorities, 

particularly with respect to financial controls. This trend reflects
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the centralised, authoritarian pattern of control within the state 

which has been pointed to by Ginsberg and,which I would argue, has 

been evident in certain aspects of the housing association experience 

of financial controls and resource allocation. In particular, it 

has been reflected in those controls which focus on constraining 

the rate and quality of housing production,which were documented 

in Part Three and in the case studies. We saw there how individual 

associations' programmes, and the rehabilitation standards of individual 

schemes,were significantly shaped by bureaucratic state controls 

mediated by the Housing Corporation and ultimately by the SDD.

Returning to the debate on corporatist intervention and control,

Cawson has argued that corporatism is a far less significant form of

intervention in social policy as compared with the business sector.

He does, however, point to corporatist tendencies in health provision

(for example, health policy-making has been integrated in Regional

and Area Health Authorities 'outside the control of local and arguably

central authorities’). He also suggests that corporatist modes are

most likely to develop 'where officer influences on policy are of

more significance than councillor ones, as for example in land use 
(135)planning'. ' In referring to housing associations,Cawson argues 

that voluntary groups have been effectively coopted into the system 

of local government in a similar pattern to corporatism, although 

he argues that this is not corporatism because associations are not 

'functional groups'. I do not want to embark on a methodological

discussion of Cawson's work. However, I would argue that Cawson's
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approach to ideal type methodology and his concept of corporatism are 

too restrictive and, further, that this is evident in his empirical 

work on corporatism and its outcomes. j have argued that the

development of housing associations, and in particular that of Glasgow's 

CBHAs and the housing rehabilitation programme in the city, has been 

intrinsically interrelated with the fortunes of private sector corporate 

interests. I have also argued that this interrelationship between 

public and private interests is a key feature of housing policy and 

state housing provision in capitalist society. Against this background 

we should not be surprised at discovering that features of corporatist 

control have influenced the housing association experience.

I shall now clarify further what I consider to be the key 

aspects of corporatist intervention and control, some of which have 

been represented in the housing association experience. First, 

corporatism is a form of state control which involves interest 

representation and participation within a framework shaped by the 

explicit intentions of state agencies. A second aspect of corporatism 

is that whilst certain state agencies control key resources of authority 

and funding in corporatist policy sectors, subordinate organisations 

and interests which cooperate in the pursuit of common objectives 

are frequently termed "partners” - a concept which implies a degree 

of equality in responsibility and control. The notion of partnership 

in corporatist policy sectors is clearly ideological - it masks 

underlying conflicts of interests and the intrinsically hierarchical 

character of corporatist power relations and control. It is interest

ing that by 1984 all parties to the CBHA/rehabilitation strategy in
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Glasgow - CEHAs, the SEHA, the HC, the Scottish Office - were 

stressing the favourable outcomes of partnerships between state 

agencies, and between these agencies and inner area residents.

Yet I would suggest that most participants clearly recognise the 

inequalities inherent in these partnerships.

A third key aspect of corporatist intervention is the utilisation 

of Quagos and Quangos in policy implementation - agencies funded by 

the state, but which are only indirectly subject to political control 

and accountability and which have been vested with a delegated remit 

by parliament in relation to specific policy sectors.( ^ 3 1 )  quangos 

have frequently been charged with non-accountability, yet I would 

suggest here that their critical environment may produce a culture of 

defensiveness about the legitimacy of their objectives and their 

practices - a defensiveness which may be associated with a marked emphasis 

on bureaucratic criteria and political accountability. This tendency, I

would further suggest, characterises both the Housing Corporation and 
associations. While the structural location of these quasi-state 

agencies enables scope for considerable autonomy and influence, they 

may also face significant political uncertainties. In general there 

are contradictory outcomes of corporatism. On the one hand, corporatist 

policy developments establish increased scope for influence by subordinate 

government agencies, voluntary groups and private sector organisations - 

those which are deemed "partners” in policy implementation. On the 

other hand, whilst corporatist partnerships may assume a flexible, 

exploratory approach to mutually-supported objectives, the routinisation
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of policy implementation is likely to reflect intrinsic power 

inequalities and to result in the extension of bureaucratic control 

by the state. I would also suggest that these features of 

corporatism are equally relevant to health provision, as they are to 

the range of quangos/quagos operating in the housing sphere. Moreover, 

I would argue that this perspective on corporatism is relevant to our 

understanding of a period of expansion in the role of housing 

associations, both nationally and in the Glasgow case.

We have seen that the concept of corporatism has mainly been 

applied to state intervention in capitalist industry and specifically 

in relation to conventional categories of producer interests. However, 

I have argued that we do not have to follow suit. I have suggested 

that the concept of corporatism is useful for highlighting patterns 

of control within the state and, further, I would emphasise that if 

we conceive of housing provision as production which'is significantly 

influenced by the wider economic and political system, then we are 

likely to find corporatism present here too. Finally, I should add 

a reminder here that in Chapter Five I suggested that corporate 

management, a form of centralised, integrated policy-making, favoured 

by the business sector and adopted in local authorities, has been 

significantly interrelated with the development of corporatist 

intervention by the local state. This pattern was notably highlighted 

by Cockburn. However, I would argue that in focusing on the

'local state' - the complex of state agencies operating at urban or 

regional levels - and on relations between the local state and the 

private sector, Cockbum's work may have unintentionally underplayed
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the role of central government. I would further argue that this 

emphasis also stems from the focus on housing policy in terms of 

social consumption - a perspective which currently prevails in urban 

sociology and social policy.

The housing association experience has illustrated outcomes of 

state intervention for a range of private sector producer interests.

It has demonstrated the fractional character of capitalist interests 

which are tied to housing developments. Moreover, state intervention 

in the private housing sector has interacted with developments in 

the economy, to affect the work of building contractors and building 

professionals; the role of landlords and the financial interests of 

other commercial owners.

Wider economic developments and state intervention have been 

the key factors influencing these business interests. The housing 

association experience has reflected the influence of a variety of 

forms of state intervention and control, as well as changes in the 

pattern of controls over time. Against a background of political and 

economic constraints of national significance,and a major housing 

problem of private sector housing obsolescence, we have seen that a 

corporatist partnership developed in Glasgow between local and 

central state agencies. Since the development of Glasgow's housing 

associations, corporatist intervention and mediation has been reflected 

in the cooptation of voluntary bodies in implementing state policies.

At the same time,the fortunes of some building contractors and
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professional firms became closely tied to the local authority's 

rehabilitation strategy and a significant proportion of the work 

of such firms seemed to be commissioned by CEHAs.

The corporatist pattern has been reflected further in these 

aspects of policy in Glasgow: the District Council/Housing 

Corporation Working Party (1974 onwards); negotiations between the 

local authority and Glasgow associations on "nomination rights" 

(allocations) in 1979; negotiations between the local authority and 

individual associations on planning for new building; and between 

the Housing Corporation and individual associations on annual 

programming. Also the corporatist partnership of the HC and the 

GDC was perhaps most clearly in evidence in its role of promoting 

local associations and of providing support to local residents 

participating in the formative stage of associations. Further, we 

have seen several examples of corporatist policy involving central 

state agencies and the Scottish Federation of Housing Associations 

(SFHA) - for example, in relation to cost limits and the "shops 

question". In general, the corporatist pattern has been most 

significantly related to the role of associations in producing 

housing and to the wider context of production uncertainties.

This pattern has been reflected both in temporary instances 

of joint negotiations and working parties, and in the more routinised 

relationship between the Housing Corporation and the Glasgow District 

Council, which has been a key aspect of the planning context of CBHAs.
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Finally, I should mention that the SFHA faces the contradiction of 

wanting to operate autonomously whilst seeking routine official 

consultation with the Housing Corporation,and for its representation 

to he heard on questions of resource allocation. On the question 

of associations' allocative role as landlords, I would suggest that 

corporatist strategies may he particularly relevant to the planning 

context of Glasgow's CBHAs, with their clearly defined area remit 

and their devolved control over improved tenement housing in the 

inner areas. Improved housing is clearly a desirable and scarce 

resource from the point of view of the local authority, as well as 

existing and prospective tenants. Against this background we may see 

an extension of the corporatist' pattern in future relations between 

the local authority, the Housing Corporation and associations, and 

particularly at any stage where the local authority strategy aims to 

achieve uniform modifications in the role of associations. Such a 

Pattern would once again diverge from the Cawson-Saunders predictors 

about control.

Finally, we have seen how the central state's dual-pronged 

strategy of promoting a Third Arm during the 1970s,and of channeling 

its efforts towards the rehabilitation of sub-tolerable privately owned 

housing,have reflected a more general pattern of increasing state 

intervention. As Dunleavy stated:

Setting up national or regional quasi-govemmental 
agencies (Q,GAs) removes key production issues from 
direct political control, makes these issues difficult 
for the public to organise around, and allows business (and 
less often the trade unions) to be integrated into a close
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pattern of corporatist relations. QGAs plus corporatist 
policy making are able to generate initiatives and under
take planning that the conventional civil service (or 
any other line bureaucracy) would find very difficult 
to cope with. (I4l)

Ihmleavy further emphasises that key outcomes of the corporatist pattern 

are the political incorporation or integration of pressure groups,and 

the distancing of representative organisations from their grass roots 

membership or from the wider interests they represent. We have seen 

some of these patterns in the housing association experience - for 

example in underlying tensions between regional and national 

representation (Chapter Seven) and between associations and local 

residents (case studies). I shall explore these further in 

Chapter Fourteen. .

As well as these corporatist aspects of policy, the housing 

association experience has reflected tensions between different types 

of state intervention and control. For example,on the production 

front, housing standards have been constrained by cost limits, and the 

pace of association production has been constrained by cash limits or 

cash targeting. These are crude, centralist, bureaucratic forms of 

expenditure control mediated by central state agencies, which have 

at times significantly conflicted with associations' housing objectives 

and inhibited associations from resolving production uncertainties 

and, most signficantly, the housing problems of local people. It is 

interesting that both instances of cooptation, a corporatist pattern, 

to which I referred earlier,followed cumulative dissatisfaction 

amongst associations, and tensions between associations and the
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Housing Corporation. They also stemmed, from pressure "by business 

and professional interests, as well as by politicians.

In terms of market intervention, it is important to note that 

Glasgow's CBHAs have represented a key aspect of the city's inner 

area rehabilitation strategy - a strategy which was corporatist, 

but which evolved in parallel with market forms of intervention in 

housing (improvement grants, enabling legislation). Moreover, since 

1979> there has been an increasing pattern of centralised authoritarian 

control (cash limits).paralleled by attempts to stimulate the housing 

market and to minimise or to recoup public housing subsidies. In 

Chapter Two I argued that the Third Arm since the 1960s has increasingly 

been approached by the central state as a means of implementing its 

housing policies - cost rent provision and coownership (1960s); 

fair rents provision and the rehabilitation strategy (1970s). I 

suggested that against this background we should not be too surprised 

if the voluntary sector in the 1980s is being approached, on the one 

hand, as a means of extending home ownership and, on the other, as 

an agency enabling the long term reduction of public subsidy via 

increased rents and reduced standards of provision. I would suggest 

here that the Conservative Government's sales policy is intrinsically 

interwoven with such a policy on rents. If our housing association 

tenants were at the present time less vulnerable in terms of their 

employment stability, owner-occupation would soon become a highly 

attractive option to the rapidly increasing rent levels which they 

face on an ongoing basis, and which can only be borne with extensive
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personal housing subsidies. It is interesting that to date the sales

issue has illustrated the corporatist tendency, with the Scottish

Federation promoting its Voluntary Sales policy to associations. Yet

Scottish associations would not be too surprised to see the

authoritarian imposition of sales by the present government, as has

been experienced by their English counterparts and by local authorities.

This policy issue highlights the fact that a key factor influencing

corporatist representation is the fear of weaker parties that non

participation may hasten authoritarian solutions, and conversely that

participation may serve to protect or advance their collective interests.

As Cawson has argued, 'corporatism is intrinsically hierarchical'.(^42)

Whilst Cawson is referring to the power of those interests represented

in policy-making, as against those which are excluded from direct
(143)representation, like Dunleavy, ' I have argued that we should e:q?ect 

to find structured power inequalities - a fundamental power relationship - 

in all partnerships of planning and policy-making. Further, I have 

argued that control rests significantly in the hands of those agencies 

which ultimately control the resources of funding and authority. In 

the case of housing associations, in the last resort this fundamental 

power rests with the central state. I have argued that local 

authorities and central state agencies operating at local level act 

as significant gatekeepers, or mediators of central state policies.

I have also emphasised that their capacity to influence outcomes is 

dependent on a favourable economic environment and on assessments by 

key central state personnel of the capacity of subordinate agencies 

to mobilise opposition or to effectively question their legitimacy -
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for example by local authorities collectively, by the media or by the 

wider population. Against this background,it is not at all surprising 

that campaigning has become an increasing priority amongst associations, 

both nationally and locally. Whilst the development of corporatism 

might imply the incorporation of housing associations, we have seen 

that these bodies possess considerable autonomy. Cawson comments 

on the difference between Quangos (quasi non governmental organisations) 

and Qnagos (quasi governmental organisations). (^44) difference

is then, one of relative autonomy from state interference: the 

quango can bark; the quago usually purrs.' Associations do and can 

bark.

It is also important to recognise that this relative autonomy 

means that housing associations exercise control over key resources 

sought by groups with significant housing needs. In Chapter Fourteen 

I shall argue that their proximity to local production uncertainties 

and their control over allocations means that participants do have 

some scope to influence housing access, the development programme 

and the long term role of their association.

I would argue that their economic, political and planning 

context has placed housing associations more firmly in the public sector, 

and we have seen that in Glasgow groups of local residents have 

actually participated in the state rehabilitation strategy of the 

1970s. In this chapter we have seen how the state's strategy towards 

housing obsolescence and the role of the voluntary sector has reflected
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a mixture of bureaucratic, market and corporatist forms of intervention 

and control. At the same time, the experience of resident partici

pation in housing associations has been influenced by association 

choices, as well as by political and economic developments. These 

wider developments have been reflected in changes in housing policies 

and government controls and in the dynamics of relations, on the one 

hand, with state agencies and, on the other, with the local residents 

affected by housing associations. I shall consider further planning, 

housing and participation outcomes of CBHAs in the concluding chapter, 

which my reader will be delighted to learn will be a shorter one I
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN

CBEAs AED TEE IR FLAMING, PARTICIPATION 
AUD HOUSING OUTCOMES

In this final chapter I shall draw some conclusions about 

Glasgow's housing associations in terms of their role in the urban 

planning system; their consequences for local resident participation 

and their impact on local housing. Whilst the thesis has focused 

more generally on the development of housing associations, in this 

chapter I shall focus specifically on Glasgow's CBHAs.

Before turning to the themes which I have chosen to explore 

I shall remind the reader that whilst the research has documented the 

development of two CBHAs in particular (Chapters Eleven and Twelve),

I also collated information in relation to five other associations. 

Moreover, interviews were held with key participants in these 

associations, in representative bodies and in government agencies. 

Between 1979 and 1981 I monitored developments in the wider planning 
system by drawing on all possible sources of information. I attended 

meetings and conferences, analysed reports, newspaper articles, and 

accumulated what seemed like a multitude of diaries and files and, 

wherever possible, I updated this information in 1983-

I have explained in the Introduction to the thesis that I 

have also been actively involved with CBHAs and their representative 

bodies in a number of capacities. My participation predated the 

research to 1977» when I was an official in Reidvale HA. It was 

revived in 1979 when I joined a local Action Group which aimed to

8 3 9 .
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promote a CBHA to coordinate tenement rehabilitation in Rutherglen.

It has continued throughout the period during which I have been 

writing up my research. Until this point I have seldom knowingly 

drawn on my general experience as a participant, for reasons which 

I explained in the Introduction. However in this final chapter, 

in which I am drawing some general conclusions about CBHAs, I shall 

at several points draw on that experience. In the following 

section I shall consider how the development of CBHAs has reflected 

certain significant changes in Glasgow's planning system.

1. CBHAs and the urban planning system

I have argued that the development of CBHAs in Glasgow during 

the 1970s represented a deviation from long established forms of 

planning intervention in the city. Since the 19th century, local 

authority planning intervention focused on the extensive problems of 
housing obsolescence and shortage. These problems had restricted most 

significantly the housing opportunities of working class people in the 

West of Scotland and, at the same time, were a key focus of their 

political representatives. Also, until the 1970s, the local authority's 

strategies for tackling housing obsolescence and urban renewal were 

notably bureaucratic, authoritarian and centrally coordinated and 

involved large scale implementation of central government enabling 

legislation. The "community based" strategy therefore represented 

an atypical development in Glasgow's planning scene.

I have argued that local authority support for the role of 

neighbourhood based associations in Glasgow, emerged out of a crisis 

of legitimacy and funding, during a period of recognition that positive
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action was essential to alleviate the massive problem of sub-tolerable

housing. ^  We saw how there was growing questioning of the legitimacy

of the local authority's strategy of slum clearance, in terms of the

chronic disruption it caused to people and to neighbourhoods. A

climate of criticism had developed amongst local residents, the media

and a minority of building professionals and this stimulated the

search for a new approach within the local authority. At the same time

there was a growing economic crisis which was reflected in central

state attempts to curb public expenditure; in a changing conception

of the role of the local state in housing provision and in the policy
(2)shift from new building to rehabilitation.v ' I have emphasised 

further that area rehabilitation is an inherently uncertain planning 

and building process, which requires flexible and sensitive coordina

tion and an approach which is adaptive to local circumstances. The 

rehabilitation policy therefore generated new organisational challenges 

and problems for the local authority and this pattern has been 

identified in other studies.v ' As Paris and Blackaby concluded 

from their study of Improvement Policy in Birmingham:

the problems of management are more difficult for 
improvement policies than for slum clearance. The 
reason for this is that so much of the implementation 
is mediated by private individuals and agencies which 
are outside direct public control. (4)

This then was the context in which 27 neighbourhood based 

housing associations (CBHAs) were promoted during the 1970s and early 

1980s, by a partnership of local and central state agencies. The
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CBHA rehabilitation policy in Glasgow also had the support of local 

residents. We have seen how CBHAs deviated from the mainstream, of 
the housing association movement, in terms of their local base, their 
area remit and their involvement of local residents on Management 
Committees. By the mid 1970s, however, the planning innovation of 
CBHAs had begun to show signs of routinisation. What began as a 
planning experiment was supported and extended via the systematic 
allocation of roles and functions between those government agencies 
which have significantly influenced the role of associations. However 
we saw in the case studies how local policy-making by CBHA participants 
in Reidvale and Govanhill influenced their membership constituency, 
their zone of operation and local housing outcomes.

I have stressed that CBHAs were a notable innovation in 
Glasgow's planning system. However, we saw in Chapter Five and in the 
case studies that by the late 1970s there were significant changes 
in the local authority's approach to housing issues. In general 
these changes were influenced by political and economic developments 
subsequent to the formation of CBHAs. In particular the economic 
crisis in Britain has interacted with government policies of 
Privatisation and expenditure control to restrict the role of the local 
state in the housing sphere. In this context Glasgow District Council 

(GDC) was increasingly to assume the role of "caretaker" in relation to 

^he city's housing stock. It became more extensively involved in 
liaising with private sector interests in the pursuit of its policy 

inner area housing renewal. In implementing this policy it involved
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residents' associations in Repairs schemes, housing associations and 

also private developers. At the same time, in response to central 

government encouragement of public participation, GDC has increasing

ly promoted and liaised with tenants' associations, residents' 

associations and tenant management and ownership cooperatives in 

the public sector. The District Council was demonstrating the twin 

strands of corporate management and public participation which were

so aptly emphasised as key characteristics of the local state in
( 5)Cockbum's study. ' Against this background we can view CBEAs 

as an atypical planning development which has highlighted the emergence 

of a new style of relationship between the local authority and its 

urban environment.

I have emphasised throughout, that the planning context of 

CBHAs is not specifically "urban". We have seen that GDC worked in 

partnership with the Housing Corporation (HC) and that since 1978 

associations sought collectively to influence the policies of central 

state agencies. I shall now turn to consider some further important 

ways in which the development of CBHAs, as well as similarities and 

differences between them, have been influenced by their wider 

environment.

The thesis has illustrated the complexity of CBEA policies 

and of the planning system and it has emphasised the uncertainties 

which are intrinsic to rehabilitation. These complexities and 

uncertainties have interacted to shape CBHAs as small, but specialised
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organisations in which officials inevitably influence relations with
government agencies, the progress of rehabilitation and the evolution

( 6 )of association policies. ' The case studies have illustrated that 
the key role of officials is an unavoidable consequence of the 
organisational and funding complexity of CBHAs. The influence of 
officials also reflects participants' dependence on professional 
expertise and the "part time" involvement of lay Committee members. 
Moreover, official influence is reinforced by the established patterns 
of communication and decision-making which characterise government 
bodies. These include issue based meetings, working parties and 
conferences and also the inevitable 'phone calls and unofficial and 
informal contacts, which all participants recognise as a major source 
of influence on policy-making.

Ve have seen that patterns of Committee involvement vary 
between associations and in the same association over time. In some 
associations Committee members have taken an active role in represent
ing their association to government agencies, both in an-official 
capacity and at a more informal level. At the same time officials 
from state agencies have had to develop new skills to cope with 
questioning by local representatives and with being called to account 
at public meetings. Therefore a key feature of CBHAs is that they 
have involved decentralisation or devolution in the urban planning 

system. Yet we have seen that CBHAs, as private bodies funded by 
public monies, are subject to extensive controls and constraints on 
their operations. In sum the CBHA rehabilitation programme has taken 
place, as Cockbum emphasised in relation to local authority
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participation schemes, on ground prepared hy the state. J I have 

stressed, however, that the texture and boundaries of this "ground" 

have been incrementally modified by the demands and strategies of 

associations.

In Glasgow we have seen how the local authority has been 

notably supportive of local associations, which from the start it 

regarded as preferable to private landlords. We must remember, 

however, that housing associations are not in themselves a financial 

drain on the local authority. Like the SSHA they have provided a 

channel for bringing central government funding into the city's 

inner areas to alleviate major housing problems. At the same time 

different departments in the local authority - Planning, Private 

Sector (Clearance and Improvement Section) and Housing Management - 

have developed more flexible ways of working with housing associations. 

There are of course the inevitable confusions and communication gaps 

which characterise all large bureaucratic organisations but on the 

whole the Council has been constructive in its support. The GDC 

has approached CBHAs as an intrinsic aspect of housing provision in 

the city. Moreover, certain influential local politicians have up

held CBHAs as a policy achievement which has influenced the Council's 

approach to other issues, such as repair schemes in the private and 

public sector. J We must remember, however, that since 1981, the 

area renewal objectives of CBHAs have been significantly restrained, 

not only by shortages of funding, but also by competition for land 

and buildings with private developers. Different areas like Reidvale
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and. Govanhill have been affected by the District Council's "alternative 

strategy" of promoting public-private partnerships and building for 

sale in the inner areas. On the other hand we must also remember that 

until recently this pattern has been less marked in Glasgow, than in 

other cities like Edinburgh and Dundee.

I have stressed the extent of local authority support for 

CBS A s in the 1970s. However, I do not want to imply here that the 

notable qualitative shift in relations between inner area residents 

who became involved in housing associations and the Council was 

necessarily reflected in the experience of council tenants. Eor the 

majority of council tenants in Glasgow's .large peripheral estates, 

the Council controls access to decent housing more directly than is 

the case for residents of improvement areas. In fact the twin pronged 

strategy of local authority planning intervention in the form of 

Action Area declaration and the promotion of locally controlled 
associations in areas with sub-tolerable housing, has served to expand 

the range of realistic housing opportunities and choice for residents. 

In Govanhill and Reidvale we saw that the first year or so of CEELA 

development involved mainly a phase of "gearing up" and of local plan

ning and consultation. The regularity of delays resulted in growing 

criticism of associations which local residents blamed for prolonging 

their waiting in houses without baths and VCs, which were often in 

chronic disrepair. In both neighbourhoods the CBHAs were at times 

identified as part of "the Council" by local people. On the other 

hand, once their houses had been programmed for improvement, residents
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gained access to the possibilities of either an improved house in the 
area (their existing house or one which was more suited to their 
family size and circumstances) or to increasing their chances of a 
council house. Such opportunities were always limited by the 
practicalities of what was on offer from the CBHA or the Council.
In general, however, the range of housing choices is greater for tenants 
and owner-occupiers in improvement areas than is the case either for 
residents of demolition areas or for District Council tenants in parts 
of the peripheral schemes, where housing and its environment are 
seriously in disrepair.

Therefore local residents have gained access to new opportunities 
as area improvement schemes have progressed. On the other hand, there 
was no uniformity in the progession of CBHA programmes or in the 
opportunities brought by them. Dor instance certain neighbourhoods 
had a special planning status which enabled them to attract additional 
funds, beyond that routinely provided for "back court" environmental 
improvements (for example from the SDA in GEAR and the Maryhill 
Corridor); some areas fell within the planners' definition of Areas 
of Priority Treatment which provided access to Urban Aid funding for 
neighbourhood projects; some areas faced delays caused by problems 
of undermining and some faced delays and problems in coordinating 
improvement schemes due to the extent of commercial properties. Also, 
within each locality, the level of grants for backcourt schemes changed 
over time and in certain areas tenement blocks affected by structural 
instability became demolition areas, thus destroying residents’ hopes 
for remaining in their neighbourhoods. Moreover, the case studies
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have illustrated how in some neighbourhoods ŒBHA participation has 
generated partnerships between associations, neighbourhood groups and 
local authorities. Outcomes have included initiatives, such as 
Reidvale's neighbourhood centre and Govanhill’s church, as well as 
more locally responsive planning, such as in Govanhill.

On the building front we have seen that standards of housing 
provision increased, on the one hand, due to the cumulative rehabili
tation experience of ŒBHAs, builders and building professionals and, 
on the other, as the result of these groups' pressure on government
agencies to adopt a more flexible approach to standards of tenement 

(9)rehabilitation. ' In general, therefore, the progression of ŒBHâ 
rehabilitation programmes has effected incremental improvements in 
local housing opportunities for Action Area residents. At the same 
time, however, we have seen that there are differences between ŒBHA 
neighbourhoods which have reflected the influence of contingencies 
such as subsidence and structural problems.

Housing market factors and housing tenure patterns have also 
influenced neighbourhood differences. For example, we saw in the case 
studies how associations’ area renewal objectives by the 1980s were 
restricted by the growing interest of private developers in producing 
or rehabilitating housing for profit in the inner areas. This 
development in itself has demonstrated the "pump priming" effects of 

state investment and ŒBHA rehabilitation. Such patterns have varied, 
however, with established perceptions of neighbourhoods as zones 
favourable to private investment, and with the flow of funding to
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CBEAs. For example, there is no doubt that public sector funding 

restraint has led some associations, like Shettleston and Queens 

Cross, to take on board privatisation initiatives. Moreover we saw 

how, in Reidvale,the association's planned new build development was 

threatened by commercial developers' proposals and, in Govanhill, a 

private developer purchased housing which the association had long 

planned to rehabilitate. It is interesting that by mid 1984 residents 

were protesting about the circumstances they later experienced during 

and after the renovation of their housing. Also by 1984 in Govanhill 

the local association's plans for new building on land cleared by 

demolition were dependent on local authority planning decisions in 

the light of a private developer's interest in the site.

Govanhill, I have suggested, has been an area more attractive 

to owner-occupation than Reidvale, and I have emphasised more 

generally the significant housing market differences within and between 

CBHA localities. In areas like Govanhill, the vibrancy of the housing 

market meant that owner-occupiers who sold their houses after 

rehabilitation, .just like private developers, were able to profit 

considerably from state subsidy. This pattern persisted in spite 

of the local problems associated with undermining in areas like 

Govanhill and Partick. On the other hand, I have emphasised that 

there were social status differences within Govanhill which were 

reflected in aspects of the housing market. In general, however, 

we have seen that owner-occupiers whose families were overcrowded 

were mainly unable at the same time to retain their housing ownership 

and to alleviate their overcrowding.
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In general there was greater predictability about the phasing 
of Action Area declaration as the improvement programme progressed 
in both neighbourhoods. However, in C-ovanhill, a much larger area 
than Reidvale, residents of certain blocks faced ma or uncertainties 
which were related both to the issue of subsidence and to state fund
ing. Therefore whilst in all localities the establishment of CBHA 
programmes has served to generate new expectations about housing 
amongst local residents, there has been no evenness to the realisation 
of such expectations. As Mellor argues, however, we must remember 
that low income inner area neighbourhoods have always been characterised 
by social divisions and housing inequalities. The key point is
that area renewal has served to highlight the varied influences on 
inequalities of access to decent housing.

Returning to the similarities between CBHA neighbourhoods, 
a general pattern has been that over time CBHAs have come to be seen 
as a key agency controlling housing opportunities for local residents.
We saw in the case studies how frustration and aggression are fre
quently focused on CBHA participants, rather than on the state agencies 
which provide access to funding and their authority to develop their 
programmes. The focus of local criticism would clearly have been 
different if the local authority in the early 1970s had resolved 
either to sustain the slum clearance programme which was planned for 
sub-tolerable inner area housing, or to implement the rehabilitation 

strategy itself, by devolving into area offices. Moreover, relations
between the local authority and residents' groups clearly differ in 
cases of GDC coordinated repair schemes and those of CBHA rehabilitation.
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I have stressed in this section that the origins and develop

ment of CBHAs have reflected certain key changes in the role and the 
approach of the local authority to the issue of housing obsolescence 
in the inner areas. In particular the development of CBHAs established 
new opportunities for the involvement of local residents. I would 
suggest further that CBHAs represent a locally based organisational 
resource which has the capacity to generate new forms of enterprise 
involving, on the one hand, public bodies and, on the other, voluntary 
and neighbourhood groups. Such partnerships are able to ensure that 
new initiatives in housing and social provision are locally oriented 
and responsive. However, as I argued in. Chapter Thirteen, we should 
remember that such partnerships are likely to involve power inequalities 
between participating agencies.

At the time of writing the ’partnership' pattern is increasingly 
in evidence. We have seen how CBHAs have provided purpose built 
houses for the elderly and disabled in their neighbourhoods and some
times they have done so in partnership with national specialist 
associations, like Key and Bield,which produce houses for the mentally 
handicapped and elderly respectively. Also various non-housing 
initiatives have come to fruition, such as Elderpark's Day Centre for 
the Elderly, funded jointly by Elderpart HA, the Community Services 
Agency, the Social Work Department and the Manpower Services Commission. 

Other initiatives include a multi-purpose resource centre (Yoker) and
a development of small workshops (Queens Cross) to encourage local

(11)employment opportunities. The case studies have also highlighted
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the ongoing tensions between neighbourhood groups (tenants associations, 
residents groups and CBHAs). However, in spite of such tensions, 
local groups have jointly influenced the planners' intentions regarding 
significant local problems. We saw this pattern in Reidvale in the 
case of environmental improvements and in Govanhill in relation to 
new building and the undermining issue.

All these developments reflect some reshaping of the urban 
planning system. Whilst the corporate planning approach prevails,
I would argue that at the present time there is more scope for local 
initiatives on the housing front in CBHA localities. Moreover, we 

have seen that the organisational resources housed in CBHAs have been 

increasingly valued by government agencies. In 19?4 when the local author

ity and the Housing Corporation resolved to promote Glasgow's CBHAs 

they placed their confidence in significantly unprofessionalised, 

local bodies. Today, the coordination role of CBHAs in local planning 

initiatives is recognised by the Scottish Development Agency and also 

the Strathclyde Region. At the same time we have seen in the case 

studies that new forms of professionalism have been evolving in CBHAs.

There are, therefore, three main strands of the shift in the 
role of the local authority, which have been represented in the develop
ment of CBHAs. These are corporate management; partnerships between 
public, private and voluntary agencies and, finally, increased scope 
for local participation and locally oriented initiatives. That these 
developments have taken place during a period of economic crisis and 
public sector funding restraint is perhaps not surprising. I have
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argued, however, that they were also stimulated by changes in planning 

and in managerial ideologies within the state.

A key feature of CBHAs which has been stressed in the thesis 

has been their role in involving area residents in responsibility for 

local improvement programmes and for managing the housing which is 

owned by associations. In the following section I shall attempt to 

draw some further conclusions about the characteristics and outcomes 

of this participation and its meaning to those who assumed new 

responsibilities within the urban planning system.

2. CBHAs and participation

I have discussed earlier some of the main themes in the litera-
(12)ture on public participation and community action. ' We saw that 

studies of neighbourhood based participation exercises have focused 

on different aspects of participation. They have emphasised differences 

in the organisational characteristics, and in the scope and intensity 

of participation.^^ Further, there have been competing explanations 

of increasing demands for citizen participation. Paris and Blackaby 

have described two main approaches here:

One argues that public participation is the spontaneous 
product of growing public disenchantment with government 
... The other interpretation sees public participation, 
not as a consequence of public dissatisfaction, but as a 
device initiated and sustained by government to provide 
legitimation for actions that it already intends to take, 
particularly when that action may otherwise meet public 
opposition. (14)
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Paris and Blackaby suggest that such debates cannot be settled in

the abstract and that both versions of the influences on participation

may be relevant. In the rest of this section I shall consider some

further aspects of the CBHA case of public participation. In doing

so I shall take account of two important studies of housing policy and
(15)participation in Birminghamv ' - a city in which planning has shown 

certain striking similarities to Glasgow.

2.a. A Tale of Two Cities?

Paris and Blackaby have concluded from their study of Urban 

Renewal Policy in Birmingham that both theories of participation are 

relevant to Birmingham's urban renewal strategy. This policy emerged 

during the 1970s, following a Conference on Urban Renewal in 1972.

The local authority's programme in Birmingham involved two levels of 

participation: first, at a local level in renewal areas and, secondly, 

through a city-wide forum. Local participation was mediated through 

public meetings, and communications were channelled through locally 

based project teams and residents' associations promoted by the local 

authority. City-wide participation was focused through a federation 

of residents' associations. In practice there were marked local 

variations in the intensity of participation. Its "scope1' was notably 

limited to consultations about environmental improvement and its out

comes were marginal in terms of the effects of consultation on local 
(16)authority policy.
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Now, just as I have argued that the resident involvement 
dimension of the CBELA-inner area renewal strategy was unique to 
Glasgow, Paris and Blackaby emphasise the uniqueness of the Birmingham 
developments which they have documented. I would suggest that both 
the Glasgow and Birmingham developments have illustrated how extensive
ly central government policies of public participation, community 
development and area rehabilitation were corporately implemented by 
two of Britain's largest local authorities. However, the institutional 
arrangements were significantly different producing certain dissimilar 
outcomes. In particular, the focus of resident dissent and criticism 
in Birmingham was the local authority, whereas in the Glasgow case 
it was CBHAs and central government agencies. There were also notable 
similarities in the participation strategy and its outcomes in the 
two cities.

In the Birmingham case the writers conclude that there was a
notable consensus between the local authority and local residents about
the mutual advantages of the urban renewal-participation strategy.
This consensus prevailed although the strategy had been a local
authority initiative and despite the fact that control rested mainly

(17)with the authority. I have emphasised similar contradictory
aspects of the Glasgow pattern, although we have seen that in the 
case of CBHAs control rests significantly with a complex of central 
and local state agencies. A further key similarity is that the 
experience of participation in Birmingham is described as having led 
to a greater awareness amongst local residents of the structure and
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dynamics of power within the local authority.

In the same vein we have seen that participation produced a 
growing awareness amongst CBHA participants of the politics of decision
making and control within the state. Further similarities "between 
the two cities were as follows: first, there were marked variations 
in the social composition and representativeness of residents' groups; 
secondly, there was the supportive role played by some professionals 
in relation to some local committees, and finally, there was a general 
emphasis by participants that their participation was issue focused, 
constructive and "non-political". 1 I have argued, however, that 
whilst participation may take place outside institutionalised party 
politics, it is clearly political with a small "p" in the sense of 
generating interest and action which is focused on influencing state 
policies.

Now turning to differences between the Birmingham study and my 
observations upon Glasgow's CBHAs, I would argue that the level and 
scope of participation has been considerably greater in the Glasgow 
case. In terms of Amstein's levels of participation (Manipulation, 
Therapy, Information, Consultation, Placation, Partnership, Delegated 
Power and Citizen Control), I would suggest that CBHAs involve a
considerable degree of 'delegated power' in the coordination and

( 19)implementation of area renewal. To be more specific, CBHAs have

delegated power to the extent that following Action Area declaration 
they determine the phasing of improvement work; they employ pro
fessionals and contractors and monitor their work; they have the
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capacity to influence housing standards; they decide at what stages 
in the improvement programme to consult tenants, owner-occupiers 
and commercial properties. Moreover, they involve aspects of 
citizen control in their role as local landlords, in particular in 
the sphere of allocations. We have seen, however, that they have 
had virtually no influence on the determination of rent levels. The 
delegated powers and aspects of local control which are characteristic 
of ŒBHAs are therefore highly circumscribed by the wider planning 
context.

I have argued, however, that the scope and degree of delegated 
power and local control are considerably greater in the case of 
Glasgow's CBHAs than in the Birmingham study of residents' involve
ment in planning. I shall now stress certain further important 
similarities in approach, and differences in empirical focus, of 
the two studies. In general my earlier discussion of public 
participation in Chapter Ten is consistent with Paris and Blackaby's 
position on the dynamics of power and control and resident participation.
It is especially consistent with their view that resident participation

( ?0)establishes tendencies both to incorporation and to protest.
They describe incorporation:

as a process whereby the potential anger and frustration 
of communities affected by planning is diffused, so that 
concerted action to challenge the existing order of things 
is diverted into "useful1' and "constructive" discussions 
with each other and with representatives of the (local) 
authority concerned. (21)
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At the same time the incorporation thesis stresses that the influence 
of residents' associations on state policies is minimal.

Paris and Blackaby suggest that the incorporation tendency is
not inevitable and that participation in Birmingham did not serve
to quell protest and opposition. They refer to the fact that prior
to the renewal strategy quiescence and resignation were the norm in
the inner areas and they highlight examples of how at times local
residents entered into open conflict with the authorities. Yet
they conclude like many writers that public participation has had- a
very limited effect on policy outcomes. For example, Dennis and
Cockbum have argued that whilst participation may be characterised
by incipient protest and radicalism, it also serves to extend social

( 22)control by state agencies. ' Dennis stresses that public partici
pation schemes enable local authorities to educate participants about 
what is technically and economically practicable. He suggests that 
such schemes serve to limit participants' demands and further, to 
induce "trust" by local residents, both in the personnel of state 
agencies and in the policy-making system. Moreover, participation 
schemes provide a means by which state agencies can gauge and monitor 
reactions to their policies. Such a process requires effective rather 
than token participation and may have outcomes which contradict state 
policies. I

I would argue that the scope and degree of participation which 
we have seen in the case studies means that CBHAs offer the scope for
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effective rather than token participation. We have seen how C3BA 

policies, and campaigning by participants on wider fronts, have had 

cumulative and sometimes significant outcomes for both state agencies 

and local housing opportunities. I would suggest that this pattern 

reflects a more extensive devolvement of control in the case of 

Glasgow's CBBAs as compared with the extent and scope of participation 

described in the British literature. Yet at the same time the experi

ence of Glasgow's CBHAs clearly does reflect the same tendencies to 

incorporation which have been identified in the literature. I 

disagree, however, with the emphasis in Dennis et al's conclusions, 

that participation serves mainly to generate trust in the policy 

makers and in the planning system. I would argue that for most 

participants in CBHAs, their participation has led to a pragmatic 

awareness of the locations of power and of its dynamics within the 

state. Such awareness is not consistent with a simplistic or naive 

trust in the decision takers and the planning system. We should 

therefore distinguish between, on the one hand, a simplistic trust 

and, on the other, participants' awareness that most policy makers 

are reasonable people who operate according to their own values and 

objectives and within the confines of their position within a planning 

system which is influenced by political and economic developments. 

Moreover, CBHA participants are aware that the realisation of local 

objectives will be advantaged if they can sustain cooperative and 

constructive working relations between CBHAs and state agencies. 

Finally I would suggest that participation and local representation 

may encourage for some people a growing sense of self importance, as
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a result of the opportunities generated for liaising with powerful 

representatives of government agencies. The phenomenon of "expanding 

egos" is, however, a source of bemusement to the majority of 

participants. On the other hand, participants also recognise that 

such liaisons are essential to ensure that the economic and centrally 

rationalist objectives pursued by state agencies are countered by the 

continuous presentation of arguments in support of local people and 

special interest groups.

Whilst the studies which I have discussed in this section have 

focused on the outcomes of participation, my study has concentrated 

on an experiment in planning decentralisation and local control.

1 shall now explore further the relations between centralised planning 

and neighbourhood control.

2 '. b . Control and accountability

In the pursuit of different types of organisational goals 

CBHAs have varying amounts of influence and exercise different forms 

of control. We have seen that in their role in housing production 

and in coordinating area improvement programmes, associations 

have influenced changes in standards of house improvement and in 

government policies about the role of associations in area renewal. 

There have also been differences in the pace and shape of local 

programmes. Such differences have reflected local contingencies as 

well as the outcomes of strategic bargaining between associations 

and state agencies. I have stressed that key aspects of area renewal
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programmes have been influenced most significantly by government 

policies and funding constraints. I have argued, however, that the 

resident involvement and local accountability characteristics of 

CBHAs have been reflected in new opportunities for local influence. 

Local residents participating in CBHAs have been able to press 

home local problems to state agencies, as well as to builders and 

building professionals. In emphasising these opportunities of

influence my conclusions differ from those stressed by other writers
( 23)in relation to housing associations. '

We have also seen how in the attempt to influence the pace, 

quality and other dimensions of local area renewal programmes, 

associations engage in bargaining with powerful agencies, as well as 

consultation and bargaining with tenants, owner-occupiers, landlords 

■and owners of commercial properties. This pattern of bargaining and 

compromise stems from goals of accommodating local residents' 

preferences,and from the recognition that support and cooperation by 

the varied interests related to local housing are essential to the 

progress of area renewal. In their production role, therefore, CBHAs 

cannot operate autonomously, either locally or in relation to 

government agencies. Parts Three and Pour of the thesis have 

illustrated the complex dynamics of accountability and control 

both in relation to government agencies and to local residents.
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I shall now turn to focus on the role of CRHAs as local land

lords. I have argued that, on the one hand, CBHAs have had considerable 

autonomy in the sphere of allocating housing, in terms of both policy 

development and its implementation. On the other hand, I have suggest

ed that they have had virtually no influence to date in the sphere 

of rent determination, other than perhaps encouraging increased 

administrative rationality and control within the Rents Registration 

Service.

In the sphere of allocations I have stressed that CBELA 

participants, just like government agencies, control access to the 

scarce resource of decent housing for local residents and for those 

who want to live in the inner areas. In their allocations policies 

they define rules of access to the housing in CEEA ownership.

Further, CBHA officials and Housing Management sub committees 

resolve particular outcomes for "special cases". These powers are

routinised but they are not unchecked. As we have seen, CBHAs
( 2/.')are legally obliged to publish allocations policies, / they are

required under standing agreements, to take up nominations from

local authority waiting lists and, like all associations, they are

monitored by the Housing Corporation which is empowered to intervene(25)in association affairs. '

Within this framework of controls and accountability, I would 

argue that as collective landlords CBHA participants have a 

considerable capacity to generate bias or to unofficially operational

ise their own prejudices. Just as I have argued that state policies
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(  26 ̂may reflect a conservative bias, ' I  shall suggest here that

CBHA participants have the scope to operate as progressive or as

reactionary landlords. Two arguments which I discussed earlier in

Chapter Nine have relevance to this point. First, I suggested that

CBHAs, as neighbourhood based and.resident controlled housing

agencies, are likely to reflect the social, political and economic

circumstances of their participants. Secondly, I drew on a body of

theory which stresses the key role of powerful groups in influencingf 27)the development of organisational goals and strategies. '

Regarding these points, we saw in earlier chapters how the deterioration 

of the inner areas since 1945 resulted from the decline of industry 

and from decreasing investment in property maintenance by commercial 

landlords. The slum clearance strategy also cumulatively served to 

reduce the confidence of private investors and to establish an 

environment of major uncertainties for local residents. These 

different developments interacted, therefore, to effect economic, 

physical and social blight of the inner areas. In Chapter Ten and 

in the case studies we also saw how they influenced the social 

composition of neighbourhoods and the orientations of CEEA Committees.

On the social composition of ŒBHA Committees, a 1979 survey of

housing association committee membership highlighted certain notable
( 28)differences between Edinburgh and Glasgow associations. ' The

Report argued that:
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Reflecting the social and economic structure of the areas= 
being rehabilitated, and the Glasgow penchant for resident 
based management, a high proportion of members in Glasgow 
were not in employment. In Glasgow this proportion was 
57% and it reflects not only participation by retired 
households and married women, but it also mirrors high 
local unemployment rates. In Edinburgh, roughly a third 
of members had a managerial, professional background - 
(51.2% as compared with approximately 17-7% in Glasgow). (29)

We should also remember that the working class residents of Glasgow's 

inner areas have traditionally had minimal access to influence. I 

have suggested that the experience of control by working people in 

the West of Scotland has generally been characterised by authoritarian

ism and non-participation in the spheres of work, education and 

housing. This pattern has clearly differed from that of certain 

other political cultures. Eor example, as Greve stated in 1971:

Attitudes to housing are part of prevailing social values, 
and in societies like those in Scandinavia which have under
gone and are undergoing rapid social and economic change, 
housing values are also changing. These changes are 
reflected in a variety of ways including rising standards 
of space, equipment and design for the immediate dwelling; 
growing attention to the quality of the environment, and 
to the relationship between the dwelling and the environ
ment, and hence between the household and its neighbours.
At the same time, there is continual discussion about the 
nature, functions and effectiveness of the agencies and 
institutions involved in the provision and management. (30)

I would argue that a similar pattern of changing values and expectat

ions has become apparent in Glasgow since the early 1970s.

I now want to return to our focus on CBHAs as local landlords, 

and to consider further this aspect of CEELAs in the light of the 

preceding discussion of political and cultural influences. I am
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suggesting here that we can expect CBHAs to reflect certain 

authoritarian and parochial tendencies, alongside more open-minded 

and progressive ones. Such contradictory tendencies have been clearly
( 3i")identified in relation to local authorities, ' and the growing

recognition of reactionary tendencies in housing authorities has
( 32)stimulated an emerging drive towards professionalisation. '

Also in the case studies we have seen that there is a continual process 

of reflection about, and modification of, allocations policies in 

CBHAs. We saw too, that there is a growing emphasis on systematising 

property maintenance within the Housing Management sections of CBHAs.

What then might be the main influences on the traditionalism 

and parochialism to which I have referred? I would suggest first 

that in CBHAs reactionary tendencies may stem from elitism and from 

traditionalist values and assumptions relating to the landlord- 

tenant relationship. Such values may be reflected in the conditions 

applied to tenancies (Tenants Handbooks and Allocations Policies) and 

in control strategies focused on problems with tenants. For example,

I would suggest that a "traditionalist" control strategy might reflect 

participants' assumptions that the association cannot afford to be 

recognised by local residents as taking a "soft" approach to problems 

with tenants, such as the long term non-payment of rent and "anti

social" behaviour. The belief that a firm line is required in such 

instances is likely to be associated with more pragmatic concerns 

that if the association is perceived as a soft option, then there may

be a "multiplier" effect. The parallels with assumptions about child 
rearing are striking.



Regarding the question of parochialism, I would suggest that 

parochialism may stem from the dominant goals of CBHA participants 

which emphasise that local associations should serve to halt the 

trend of social decline which has affected their neighbourhoods.

Such goals may be reflected in participants' emphasis on "local 

connection" and on catering for the needs of existing local residents, 

as well as in goals relating to the longer term social composition of 

their neighbourhoods which are reflected in CBHA allocations policies.

Having recognised these potential tendencies, I also want to 

acknowledge here the possibility of a power group developing within a 

CBHA Committee which is so reactionary and so locally oriented that 

the CBHA develops into a local housing agency controlled by an 

authoritarian local elite, which is inaccessible to local influence.

In my study I came across no such cases, although as a participant 

I have been aware of criticisms to that effect which have been focused 

on CBHAs. If such a pattern were to develop I would argue that the 

Housing Corporation clearly has a role to play in exercising its 

monitoring responsibilities, as also have local councillors. Moreover, 

I would suggest that residents’ groups might take up either or both 

of these channels of complaint which are accessible in the dual system 

of public accountability.

I have now pointed to certain possible outcomes of authoritarian 

or parochial values which, I have suggested, may at times characterise 

CBHAs and, further, I have discussed some implications of the external
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monitoring of associations. In doing so I have highlighted certain 

criticisms of CBHAs as local landlords. I would suggest, however, 

that such a critical perspective is equally relevant to all housing 

agencies. Against this background I now want to remind the reader 

of some of the key features of CBHAs which were identified in the case 

studies. Certain characteristics of CBHAs, to which I shall refer 

below, are features which would seem to positively counteract 

reactionary tendencies by generating progressiveness, self-monitoring 

and policy reflection within CBHAs.

For example in both case studies at certain stages we saw 

tendencies towards parochialism and traditionalism. Parochialism 

was reflected in relation to the Committees' responsibilities as 

landlords, whilst I would suggest that we saw evidence of 

authoritarianism and traditionalism mainly in relation to the role 

of Committees as employers. These patterns were, however, significant 

only at certain stages of CBHA development and we should remember 

that a key aspect of the case studies has been to highlight the local 

specificity of many of the major influences on patterns of association 

development. There were further patterns which were commonly in 

evidence in both associations. First we saw that in both neighbour

hoods there was regular open criticism of CBHAs which was focused 

either on particular issues and participants or on general conceptions 

of the style of their management. There is no question that 

participants came to expect such criticism as a normal feature of 

participation. However, at the same time, we saw that participants
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are sensitive to local criticism and that it frequently generated 

reflection on policies and administrative decision-making. This was 

evident in the Govanhill case in respect of the issues of allocations, 

the phasing of blocks for improvement and standards of rehabilitation. 

In the Reidvale case, we saw the outcomes of local criticism for 

the association's approach to housing standards, to owner-occupier 

improvements and to allocations. On the other hand, we saw how local 

criticism was frequently misplaced or was at times based only on a 

partial understanding of the influences on association policies and 

practices. Also at times local criticism emphasised assumptions 

that associations would cater primarily for local people, thus 

reinforcing parochial tendencies in ŒBHAs.

Continuing with the theme of the influence of external criticism 

and accountability, we have seen how associations generally have 

been influenced also by advice and criticism coming from the Housing 

Corporation and the District Council. Moreover, we have seen that 

participants, have regularly been concerned by political uncertainties 

pertaining to their role, both in the.sphere of neighbourhood pro

vision and in terms of state planning. I would argue that participants 

generally accept the validity of routinised public accountability, 

which is such a significant aspect of the context of housing 

associations. However, we have seen in the case studies and in 

Part Three of the thesis how CBHA participants have been critical of 

certain key aspects of the implementation of controls and 

accountability by state agencies.
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A second type of influence and one which I would suggest is 

associated with progrèssiveness in CBEAs, stems from their connections 

with the voluntary housing sector. Whilst I have pointed to the 

paternalism of early charitable provision, we must remember that 

progressiveness and flexibility are much noted characteristics of

the long established voluntary housing movement and, particularly
( 33)so, on the housing management front. ' It was these characteristics 

which attracted many participants to become involved in CBHAs, which 

were viewed as a challenging and meaningful alternative to established 

housing agencies operating in Glasgow. To many new participants,

CBHAs represented a medium for enabling local resident involvement 

in improving local housing conditions and opportunities. They were 

seen to provide opportunities to establish increased local accessibility 

and accountability on the local housing front. Moreover, they were seen 

to offer the scope for more flexible and innovative approaches to 

local, social problems.

A different "progressive" influence which has been illustrated 

in the case studies has been that of increasing professionalisation.

In Chapters Eight and Nine I have illustrated the growing support 

for educational and training provision amongst Glasgow associations^^ 

and in the case study associations we saw how there were notable 

influences towards increasing professionalisation. Against this 

background I would suggest that today most of the residents on 

CBHA Committees recognise that to be authoritarian landlords would 

not solve local social problems, although it might "displace" 

some of them (for example, by evictions). They also
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recogrxise that for CBHAs to operate as enlightened local landlords 

requires education, in the wider sense of challenging their own 

established values, as well as in the narrower sense of learning 

progressive housing management techniques.

Finally, a fourth and important influence on increasing progress

iveness relates to the practical achievements by associations in 

alleviating local housing conditions. We saw in both Reidvale and 

Govanhill how the progress of area rehabilitation schemes served to 

reduce the most chronic housing conditions and established greater 

scope for flexibility in allocations. Such progress, I would suggest, 

establishes an environment which is conducive to more open mindedness 

and to new initiatives on the housing management front.

At the present time I would suggest that most of Glasgow's 

CEHAs have reached such a stage in their development programmes - 

a stage which is conducive to increased reflection on their role as 

local landlords. Their growing emphasis on developing effective 

systems of planned maintenance, and on providing housing for "special 

needs" groups which are not catered for within the wider housing system, 

is clearly illustrative of this pattern.

I would suggest further that in the next few years we are likely 

to see more experimentation on the participation front by those CBHAs 

with advanced development programmes. At the present time participants 

are aware of a range of strategies which could serve to generate 

increased tenant participation. Such initiatives could take the form
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of tenant cooperatives and management or consultative committees 

based in the tenement "close” or "block". Implementation of such 

options will depend,however, on policy decisions, staffing resources 

and on local interest.

Just as we saw in the case studies I would argue that policy

and practices in the sphere of allocations are significantly

contentious for any housing authority. This is a policy area in which

the social values of members and officials notably affect housing

opportunities of the poorest, disadvantaged and minority groups.
( 35)As recognised in recent legislation^ ' it is a policy area where 

existing and prospective tenants should know their rights. Moreover, 

we have seen that housing management in general is a continual focus 

of local monitoring and that proximity to local criticism has 

influenced CBEA participants to continually modify their allocations 

and property management systems.

Finally in this discussion on participation I shall consider 

to what extent CBHA Committees are representative and locally 

accountable.

2.c. Representation and local accountability

Studies of residents' participation in planning have 

emphasised the unrepresentative character of residents' associations 

in. relation to area populations. ' For example Paris and Blackaby's 

study of participation in Birmingham Action Areas concludes that:
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Few would claim that most residents' associations were 
representative of their area populations, however that 
term is defined. Whilst there were notable exceptions, 
it was the experience of most team leaders and 
community workers that most associations consisted of 
disproportionate numbers of owner-occupiers rather 
than tenants, white residents rather than black, 
and the elderly rather than the young. The characteristics 
of the leadership exhibited an even more marked tendency in 
these directions. (37)

Now in the case studies we saw that one association's Committee 
(Reidvale's) has predominantly involved young to middle aged 

tenants rather than owner-occupiers,and that it has involved mainly 

men rather than women. The other association's Committee (Govanhill's) 

shifted in composition from one which was dominated by women rather 

than men and by owner-occupiers rather than tenants, to one which 

involved more men and more tenants.

I have argued on the basis of the literature which I discussed 

in Chapter Nine that dominant groups are inevitable in organisational 

life and that such groups represent a key influence on decision

making. We saw these patterns in evidence in the case studies. I 

would suggest, however, from my observation of ŒBHâs that their 

formal constitution, their local base and the dynamics of local 

politics are likely to interact to influence the composition of 

Committees towards increased representativeness of local memberships. 

On the other hand, we must remember that CBHA participants have the 

capacity to encourage or discourage access to membership by defining 

the criteria of access to shareholding and by resolving whether or 

not to extend membership and to encourage participation. We saw
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that both case study associations did attempt to extend 

opportunities for participation. Ve also saw how these efforts 

were constrained, on the one hand, by local apathy and criticism 

and, on the other, by pressures to produce results on the housing 

front. We saw how in parallel there were changes in Committee 

composition which stemmed from cumulative organisational tensions 

and from the dynamics of local politics and accountability.^^

My focus on the dynamics of participation and on its wider 

structural context has led me towards certain conclusions which 

differ from those emphasised in Maclennan et al's study of housing 

associations. It is perhaps not surprising that Maclennan et al's 

focus on rehabilitation effectiveness led to little consideration of 

the wider political and economic influences on aspects of participation. 

However the study appears to have misunderstood certain practical 

features of CEEA participation. For example it appears to confuse 

those local residents who have paid their one pound share and become

members, with residents of Action Areas who have not joined their
(39)associations. '

Maclennan et al quite rightly question the assumptions which 

are implicit in the concepts of "community base" and "community control", 

just as I have done in Chapter Ten. In that chapter I have argued 

that if we are to use the term community at all, then we can 

meaningfully describe CBHAs as community based. In particular this 

concept is relevant if we want to highlight certain distinguishing
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aspects of ŒBHAs at a general level. While I might have preferred 

the term "neighbourhood" housing association I would suggest here that 

the term "community based housing association", highlights the role 

of these organisations within the urban planning system, their 

organisational goals, ideology and structure, their neighbourhood 

orientation and location and their conditions of access to membership. 

Maclennan et al argue that:

Although, as is later indicated, tenants unanimously 
agreed that Housing Associations had become a major 
source of improvement in their housing and neighbour
hood conditions, it is arguable that this stems from the 
level of local investment rather than from the manage
ment structure adopted for shaping investment decisions.
For it would be a crude and incorrect generalisation to 
claim that associations were primarily "community based". (40)

In this study we have seen variations in associations' definitions 

of "the neighbourhood" or "community" and, therefore, of the Œ3HA 

membership constituency. This pattern is not surprising in the light 

of my earlier discussion of the concept of community in Chapter Ten. 

Moreover, the concept of "community base" represents different 

meanings in different associations. In some it implies "tenant 

control" whilst in others it connotes the involvement of local 

residents within a wider constituency which has been defined as 

"the neighbourhood". In Chapter Ten and in the case studies we have 

seen that participants make strategic choices about whether and how 

to encourage more local participation in their affairs. I would 

conclude, however, from the accounts of association development 

in the two case studies that the local base and control characteristics 

of ŒBHAs are more conducive to the generation of local participation,
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and to the neighbourhood orientation of association policies than 

other existing forms of organising housing provision.

Maclennan et al prefer the term "locally oriented" to 

"community based" because of the terminological and practical 

confusions associated with the concept of community. I would suggest, 

however, that their terminology underplays the intensity of involve

ment and purpose that we have seen to characterise many CBHAs. I 

shall further suggest that "locally committed" might have been a 

more appropriate term for highlighting differences in approach and 

involvement between CBHAs and other decentralised bureaucratic 

organisations in the urban planning scene.

Turning to the question of tenant participation in design, I

would suggest that CBHAs offer the scope for tenants to influence

aspects of their improved houses as far as is practicable given the

constraints of funding and of the tenement structure. I have

suggested that the emphasis on maximising speed in housing production

conflicts with intentions of maximising participation and choice.

Moreover, in some instances choice in design is significantly

limited for all parties concerned (associations, architects and

residents). For example, we have seen that frequently design choice

is primarily focused on specific features of back courts, house

decoration and kitchen layout. Yet, on the other hand, we have seen
( ̂ l)that local residents find their associations generally accessible. r '
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We have seen that there have been differences in participation 

between associations and in the same association over time, and I 

have argued that such variations reflect the interplay of strategic 

policy choices, local circumstances, and wider political and economic 

conditions. I do not accept Maclennan et al's conclusion that any 

locally based housing agency (say for example, a local housing office 

of the District or of SSHA) might have produced similar outcomes 

in terms of the potential for participation. Turning to the studies 

which I discussed in Chapter Ten, these studies highlighted the 

limited scope for participation which has been enabled by attempts to 

decentralise urban renewal planning and implementation in British cities. 

They have shown a "tokenism" in the implementation of participation by 

local authorities and that neighbourhood based officials faced enormous 

difficulties due to the structural and attitudinal gap between planning 

centre and periphery. There have been certain notable attempts at 

decentralising urban renewal abroad. For example in Rotterdam a 'Mid- 

Seventies Reassessment' led to the establishment of 11 urban renewal 

Project Groups which were area based and had considerable devolved 

powers. Now we saw in Chapter Five that certain Assist architects had 

considered pressing the local authority in such a direction, prior to 

clarity about the option of housing associations. I am doubtful, however, 

that an authority as traditionalist, as large and as centralised as 

Glasgow District was in the early 1970s could have positively tackled
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the implementation of any such devolution. We have seen also how 

pressures to produce and to alleviate local housing conditions have 

diverted associations from their participation objectives. Such 

pressures would have been even greater for Glasgow District 

officials with their historically accumulated credibility gap.

It is relevant to ask, what then have been the key outcomes 

of CEEA participation to date. There are two main channels of 

participation to consider in the CEEA. case. First I shall focus on 

the meaning and outcomes of participation for those active as 

collective managers on CBHA Committees. Secondly I shall draw 

some conclusions about wider aspects of neighbourhood participation 

in CEHAs.

In terms of the first channel there is no doubt that CEHAs 

have enabled local people to become involved in improving local 

housing opportunities. We have seen how this endeavour has been 

associated with extensive controls, delays, organisational tensions 

and uncertainties. Moreover as the improvement programme has pro

gressed, the role of local residents has been focused on the complex 

tasks of, on the one hand, the development and monitoring of policy 

and, on the other, representation of local interests and account

ability to local people and state agencies. Role ambiguities, delays, 

tension and frustration are therefore the costs of participation. I 

would argue, however, that the "rewards" or benefits of participation 

can be summarised in terms of a challenging, responsible and
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cooperative productive enterprise which also offers scope for initiative. 

I would suggest further that it is these enabling characteristics of 

CBHAs which have served to sustain and regenerate active resident 

involvement.

We have seen certain notable outcomes of CBHA participation and 

in particular we saw how various forms of neighbourhood based social 

provision can be facilitated by CBHAs. Such provision frequently 

resulted from CBHA members lobbying in partnership with other neigh

bourhood groups to attract public funds from a variety of sources.

We have also seen the accumulation of management experience and 

political awareness amongst CBHA members and I would suggest that 

participants can readily transfer such experience in other directions. 

Further, there have been the recent collective attempts to disseminate 

information to tenants and to promote awareness about the role of 

associations in the city - a notable development of the early 1980s.

Moreover, I would argue that in spite of continuing divisions 

within the Glasgow movement, a notable unifying force amongst 

participants is their belief in the uniqueness of CBHAs, in their 

achievements and in their capacity to contribute to housing provision 

in the city. We have seen that local activists have become increas

ingly involved in the national housing association movement. There 

are, however, current signs that some CBHA participants believe that 

they have as much common ground with local authority tenants and, 

particularly, with neighbourhood cooperatives as they do with other
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new linkages and developments during the 1980s which will highlight 

the uniqueness of Glasgow's CBHAs.

Finally I shall draw some conclusions about wider aspects of 

neighbourhood participation in the context of arguments raised by 

Dunleavy's study of the residents of Beckton, in the London Borough 

of Newham. The Beckton residents were affected by the local

authority's plans to rehouse them from the Beckton clearance area, 

into a high-rise scheme under construction. The first phase of this 

scheme achieved fame through the Ronan Point collapse. The residents 

lobbied and protested against rehousing plans but gained no access to 

consultation or negotiation about their housing futures. Bunleavy 

documents how following strident protest and considerable publicity 

the Beckton residents’ campaign wavered in the face of the local 

authority's doggedness of intent and denial of their right to be 

heard. Some three years after the start of the Beckton campaign 

most residents had accepted rehousing offers and the Beckton 

Committee folded. This outcome was similar to that highlighted by 

other studies of neighbourhood protest over clearance and rehousing 

plans in the late 1960s and early 1970s, in cities like Glasgow^^ 

Newcastle and Birmingham.

Dunleavy's conclusions, however, have relevance to our focus 

on participation. He states:
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Precisely because it was so atypical the Beckton 
protest illuminates the general picture of latent conflict 
on mass housing issues in the 1950s and the 196.0s. It 
provides objective evidence that in the absence of the 
normal coercive power relationships between the public 
housing apparatus and "slum" residents, the latter would 
have chosen a different housing future, most basically 
one controlled by them. (48)

I would argue that the story of Glasgow’s CBHAs provides considerable 

support for Dunleavy’s conclusion here. Certainly by the mid 1970s 

there had been a shift from a coercive power relationship between 

the local authority and inner area "slum" residents towards a 

"partnership" relationship between local authorities and local 

associations. Against this background we have seen how groups of 

local residents came to recognise the various potentials of local 

control. Yet at the same time I have argued that, despite this 

shift, control over key resources still rests with state agencies.

Moreover, we have seen that ten years on the majority of 

Action Area residents have remained uninvolved. They have not 

recognised the potentials of local involvement; they have not under

stood the complex structure and operation of controls; they have been 

cynical of, critical about and distant from their local association. 

This non-participation is notably apparent, although to varying 

degrees between localities and, over time, within them. It is a 

phenomenon which associations have attempted to change, at times 

individually and more recently collectively.
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On the other hand we have seen that "non participation" is 

not understood by many local activists and,at the same time, it 

serves to reproduce the power relations between ŒBHAs and local 

residents. I have argued that non participation reflects various 

influences. It stems from the longstanding experience of powerless

ness by working class residents in relation to the state. It 

reflects the normality of uncertainties surrounding their housing 

circumstances. It is influenced by the complexities of the funding 

and administration of public housing. Finally, it reflects the 

fact that not everyone wants, or is able, to become involved.

Against this background it is not surprising that those who learn 

from their participation in an enormously complex planning system 

are sometimes socially distanced from those who are apathetic, other

wise occupied or confused.

I shall now attempt to answer the question of whether 

participation in the planning system has served to incorporate activists, 

to quell protest and to encourage their political quiescence.

I have suggested earlier that prior to CBHA formation local people's 

opposition to clearance and redevelopment was generally focused on 

the local authority in an undirected and reactive fashion.

I have emphasised that in Glasgow during the late 1960s and early 

1970s there was no concerted social movement of opposition or intent. 

Where protest was coordinated this was significantly due to the 

influence of urban professionals who were critical of the established 

planning system. In the context of this apolitical and non
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participatory background it is reasonable to argue that participation 

has established new opportunities for local residents to learn 

about the power structure and about the politics of resource 

allocation. I have also argued that any increased political aware

ness gained through participation will not necessarily be reflected 

in increased political action. I have suggested that inaction 

largely stems from participants' recognition of the extensive powers

of government agencies and of the complexity of the issues affecting
( 5l)them. ' I have also suggested that participants' generalised 

fears about the potential reactions of state agencies may result in 

negative decision-making by associations - for example, when 

associations choose not to provide information which might stimulate 

local scares and jeopardise ongoing negotiations. On the other hand, 

we have seen that many associations have openly criticised government 

policies. They have encouraged local residents to join in their 

campaigns and these patterns reflect similar contradictions to those 

identified elsewhere in the literature on participation.

Over the first decade of the CBHA planning experiment, there

fore, there have been contradictory outcomes on the participation 

front. In some neighbourhoods CBHAs have become an integral part of

a complex system of neighbourhood based activities and provision,
( 52)which is influenced by the dynamics of neighbourhood politics. '

At certain stages in the career of CBHAs we have seen that they may 

become a focus of local criticism. They may be perceived as being 

distant from those local people whose interests they represent. I
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have argued that both reactionary and progressive tendencies are 

inherent in CBHAs and at different stages they may be dominated by 

one or other such tendency, depending on the influence of personalities, 

alignments, the dynamics of internal politics and external 

influences.

I have stressed that CBHAs are youthful organisations in Glasgow’s

planning scene. I have emphasised that they are continually evolving

in terms of their role within their neighbourhoods, their relations

with the voluntary housing movement and with government agencies, and

their approaches to campaigning. Their participants are continually

learning management skills and developing strategies which are more

appropriate to their objectives, problems and circumstances. As

organisations many CBHAs are characterised by entrepreneurialism and

a vibrancy of activity and purpose. I have also argued that as

organisational systems they reflect the coexistence of different

forms of control. We have seen in the case studies where I described

developments in organisational relations that, at times, the

experience of contradictory features of CBHAs makes life difficult
( 53)for their participants. ' To some extent, staff and Committee 

relations may be characterised as a partnership of intent which is 

based on mutual trust. In this context professionals approach lay 

Committees as continual sounding boards. They apply their 

professionalism in aiding Committees to develop tools for monitoring 

their associations' affairs. They play a crucial advisory, initiating 

and supportive role in relation to the Committees' responsibilities
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for developing' their associations' policies. Moreover, this role of 

officials in policy development in turn establishes constraints and 

guidelines which influence the ways in which officials represent the 

Committee to outside agencies. There is therefore a complexity and 

circularity to the phenomenon of official influences.

We have seen in the case studies how new participants have 

experienced problems in coming to terms with the complexity of ŒBHA 

policy-making and with the key role of officials. Moreover, we have 

seen how personalities and events have at certain times served to 

render trust shaky. In Chapter Wine I pointed to the inevitability 

of hierarchy in CBHAs. In the case studies we saw that the role of 

Committees in monitoring association officials and in respect of 

industrial relations issues, is implicitly hierarchical. We saw how 

hierarchical control tendencies have also stemmed from external 

influences. For example, Committees may feel that they know better 

than their staff how to act in terms of the neighbourhood interests 

they represent. Alternatively, they may feel pressured to implement 

certain recommendations by government agencies. However, I would 

argue that whilst hierarchy may be inevitable, authoritarianism is 

certainly not.

In terms of their organisational characteristics, therefore,

I have stressed in Chapters Eight and Wine that CBHAs are not at all 

unique. I have argued that constructive working relations in small, 

innovative organisations like ŒBELAs are dependent on a number of
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influences. I have suggested that goal chievement in such 

organisations depends on extensive staff commitment and professional

ism in the face of delegated responsibilities, complex tasks and 

environmental uncertainties. Moreover I have argued that such 

commitment cannot be sustained without a highly consultative and open 

style of management. I have suggested that CBHAs could learn from 

the management problems of other organisations. It seems reasonable 

to conclude that organisations like cooperatives might also learn 

from the management experiences of CBHAs which have been documented 

and analysed in the thesis. I have now explored several different 

aspects of participation, politics and control which have been associ

ated with the CBHA experience to date. In the final section of this 

chapter I shall now turn to consider further some important impli

cations of the development of CBHAs for local housing and for the 

future role of neighbourhood associations in Glasgow.

3. Housing outcomes: No mean improvement

Merrett reminds us that housing obsolescence is a state of 

affairs and not a process. He defines obsolescence in terms of

a gap 'at a particular point in time between the existing physical 

standard of a house and some perceived alternative'. He argues that:

To understand obsolescence it follows that ideally 
one should explain both the material conditions of 
the accommodation and the subjective wishes of the 
household or (in the context of government policy) 
the expressed intentions of the planners. (55)
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Clearly both slum clearance and housing improvement are strategies 

for tackling housing obsolescence, and we have seen that the improve

ment policy gained favour during the second half of the 1960s in 

Britain.

We have seen that the rehabilitation strategy of the 1970s 

was promoted by central government; that it has had the support of 

the major political parties and that its implementation took a 

particular shape in Glasgow. To date few studies have focused on the 

outcomes of the rehabilitation strategy. However certain impli

cations of the rehabilitation-area renewal policy have been addressed 

by Duncan,( ^ 6 )  p^is and Blackaby^^ and Merrett.^^ All these 

writers have criticised the piecemeal and limited outcomes of the area 

approach which have been emphasised by the planners since the 1960s.

As Merrett argues:

The crucial weakness of the area approach, as Duncan 
and Paris and Blackaby have ably demonstrated, is that 
a vast amount of limited staff resources of housing, 
planning and other departments is channelled into a 
very limited number of streets in a district, often 
to no real effect. (59)

Paris and Blackaby suggest that the trend towards improvement 

has gone too far in Britain to enable adequate levels of housing 

replacement - a position also adopted by the Environmental Health 

Officers' Association in 1977* Moreover they stress that implementation 

of the area rehabilitation policy has to date been far from effective. 

Just as I have suggested in Chapter Thirteen they argue that:
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The central contradiction of improvement policy is 
that it is a market-oriented form of intervention, 
specifically seeking to stimulate market processes, 
yet at the same time not controlling crucial market 
relations which are precisely the cause of housing 
decay. (6l)

On the basis of the CBHA experience I would endorse several of 

their conclusions. They suggest that where private owners do not 

cooperate voluntarily with improvement schemes, compulsory powers 

should be accessible to the authorities. We have seen that such 

powers are accessible to Glasgow's CBHAs. Secondly, they suggest 

that the current commitment to retaining owner-occupation demands 

more adequate levels of improvement grants and a more flexible 

approach to their allocation. Finally, they stress that 

rehabilitation involves a more exacting, more flexible work 

technology than new building and that:

Improvement policy requires new entrepreneurial 
forms of intervention, persuading and cajoling 
owners of old houses to spend their money, plus 
variable grant assistance to bring that housing 
up to a better standard. (62)

Merrett has argued likewise. Yet, on the other hand, Paris and

Blackaby point to the inadequate performance of the multiplicity of 

of small building firms in Birmingham and they bemoan the lack of a 

pool of labour which is specialised in the skills of house renovation. 

To resolve these administrative problems they recommend the expansion 

of direct labour operation by the local authority.
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At this point I shall diverge from Paris and Blackaby's conclu

sions, as a result of differences in the policy, process and outcomes 

of the rehabilitation strategy in Glasgow. Before I turn to these 

points of disagreement I shall attempt to highlight where these may 

stem from disjunctures in the periods focused on in the Glasgow 

and Birmingham cases of rehabilitation. Two time factors are 

important here, first, my study focuses on rehabilitation over a 

ten year period whereas the Birmingham study stops in 1978.^^

It is therefore possible that rehabilitation progress in Birmingham 

has expanded rapidly since that date. Secondly, just as occurred 

in Glasgow, it is likely that since 1979 in Birmingham housing 

expenditure cuts have led to a virtual halt in public sector new build

ing and that larger building firms have gathered expertise in 

rehabilitation.

Whereas the Birmingham study is titled 'Hot Much Improvement',

I want to emphasise that there has been no mean improvement in the 

Glasgow case. After a shaky, even feeble, start to rehabilitation 

in Glasgow between 1974 and 1978, the programme gathered notable 

momentum between 1978 and 1984- By 1978, several large building 

firms had accumulated expertise in handling local authority and 

housing association contracts, as had numerous firms of architects 

and quantity surveyors. A further point is that Glasgow's CBHAs 

have occupied a central role in implementing the programme of area 

renewal. Therefore, returning to address Paris and Blackaby's 

suggestion about Direct Works, I would argue that it is unlikely that
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an efficient Direct Works Section could have handled the scale of the 

Glasgow programme. Such a development might certainly have avoided 

some of the worst delays and conflicts of financial interest between 

associations and contractors which were highlighted in Chapter Eight 

of the thesis. Most significantly, however, I would suggest that it 

would have served to channel profit in a different direction.

Turning to consider the development of the Glasgow programme 

by 1978, 7,000 houses had been acquired in Action Areas for 

Improvement of which only 1,000 had been improved. By 1984) 12,000 

unimproved houses have been improved to provide 10,000 houses after 

amalgamations, whilst associations had also coordinated 822 owner-occupied 

house improvements'. CBHAs have further provided 293 houses through 

new building, whilst national and regional associations have developed 

new build schemes including 1,043 houses mainly providing for special 

housing n e e d s . T h e s e  efforts, together with Council repair 

schemes, new building by the Wimpeys and the Barratts, SDA advance 

factory building and environmental schemes, have effectively served 

to transform parts of Glasgow which in the late 1960s and early 

1970s had appeared to be forgotten places. Scottish Office ministers 

and local authority politicians have acclaimed the role of private 

developers in the regeneration process. Yet the former fail to 

publicly admit the relatively poor space standards which have 

characterised some of these private developments and which are almost 

certain to ensure a new form of housing trap for lower income owner- 

occupiers in the inner areas.
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Whilst building regulations define minimal standards, such 

standards are generally superceded by most agencies involved in 

producing housing. In the case of CBHAs we have seen that standards 

of housing provision have been restricted in the early stages of 

local programmes by associations' objectives of catering for existing 

residents. However more significantly, housing association standards 

of provision through both tenement rehabilitation and new building, 

just like that of local authorities, have mainly reflected the con

straints of central state funding and of cash expenditure controls.

We have seen that participants were frequently dissatisfied with 

standards of provision and with the distribution of house sizes 

which they achieved in the early stages of local rehabilitation 

programmes. Against this background we have seen how participants 

became involved in an evolving network of contacts which enabled 

the sharing of local experiences and problems and which stimulated 

the development of commonly pursued objectives in the city. As a 

result, associations today generally emphasise their achievements 

in improving housing standards produced through rehabilitation.

At the same time they are seeking funding and controls which will 

enable better standards of heating and energy conservation, higher

levels of replacement rather than repair, and more scope for house 
( 6 6 s)amalgamations. There is no doubt that the visual impact of the

CBHA/rehabilitation strategy is remarkable. The effects of local 

programmes cannot fail to strike visitors who return to areas like 

Govanhill and Govan, with its three local associations to the South 

of the city. The same improvements in housing and environment
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characterise areas like Queens Cross, Maryhill and Springbum to the 

North, the G E M  area to the East which includes five associations 

and also Partick, Whiteinch and Scotstoun to the West of Glasgow. 

This pattern contrasts sharply with my own recent experience of 

returning to Bootle, North Liverpool, an area which appears to be 

persistently characterised by housing obsolescence.

In general, the signs are that, provided funding is forth- 

' coming, the Glasgow programme of area renewal will continue to build 

on its current momentum. I would suggest also that the CRHA/ 

rehabilitation strategy has proved to be more effective than the 

housing renewal policies implemented in many other British cities 

during the 1970s. ' Why then is the improvement strategy working in 

Glasgow? I would suggest these reasons. The policy was shaped by 

a partnership of intent which was supported by central and local 

government agencies and major political parties. It established a 

planning framework for CBEAs which did not quell entrepreneur!alism 

and local initiative. Further, a notable outcome of the development 

of a multiplicity of CBHAs has been its association with a pattern 

of friendly competitiveness about their local achievements. I would 

suggest, however, that perhaps the key outcome of the CBHA./ 

rehabilitation strategy is that it has generated an urban planning 

network which is conducive to mutual exchanges about participants' 

local experiences and problems. This network has enabled the 

development of cumulative expertise in the coordination of rehabili

tation.
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The local base and membership of CBHAs have also been conducive 

to flexibility and persuasiveness in negotiations with private owners 

in areas characterised by such extensive decay that most people have 

recognised that some planning treatment is essential. Powers of 

persuasion have also been buttressed by grant aid and at times by 

the compulsory powers of the local authority. Moreover, the local 

authority has been flexible in its approach. In spite of this 

support, however, we have seen that associations still face major 

problems in gaining cooperation from private owners.

In general I would suggest that a significant advantage of the 

Glasgow strategy has been that associations have been able to acquire 

properties from owners who do not wish, or are unable, to improve 

with the aid of grant. They have provided a form of social ownership 

or of neighbourhood based collective ownership and management which 

represents an alternative both to mainstream public sector provision 

and to housing controlled by private landlords. CBHAs therefore pro

vide a means for retaining a stock of housing for rent in the inner 

cities. A key outcome of this social ownership may be to prevent the 

trend to gentrification which has been notable in certain other 

British cities and which has served to displace the existing working
/ £ rj'\

class populations of neighbourhoods. ' We should remember, however, 

that if rent levels increase at the current pace then clearly owner- 

occupation may prove more attractive than the social ownership of 

CBHAs. Such a development would have obvious consequences for further 

decline in the inner area rental stock.
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The studies of planning, to which I have referred in this 

chapter, would suggest that obsolescence is a recurrent phenomenon and 

a problem which affects the interests of both residents and planners.

In this context we should recognise that CBHAs as locally controlled 

planning agencies will regularly confront problems of local housing 

obsolescence. We have seen how since the origins of the programme 

in Glasgow, improvement standards have continually increased as a 

result of critical reflection by participants and local residents 

and their pressure on state agencies. Efforts to improve standards 

also stemmed from certain more technical concerns of CBHA 

participants about post improvement maintenance problems. Against 

this background, Glasgow's CBHAs currently emphasise that they are 

producing homes 'fit for the 21st century'.

In the thesis I have stressed the numerous uncertainties which

are intrinsic to the process of rehabilitation. We must remember,

however, the post 1945 evidence that new buildings and old buildings

alike are subject to ground instabilities and to the uncertainties

which are inherent in fast changing aspects of construction technology.

Also, the history of housing and planning has shown that social values

and expectations relating to standards of housing provision are

continuously changing. Against this background we can assume that

there will be a longer term role for CBHAs in rehabilitation and in

post improvement repair and renewal. With this knowledge a few

CBHAs have developed small "direct works" sections and there is some

current interest in exploring the scope for joint initiatives in this 
direction.
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On the question of whether the rehabilitation policy has gone 

too far, I would argue that this is not the case in Glasgow. There 

is no doubt that rehabilitation has been a less costly, rather than a 

cheap option in the Glasgow case. At the same time CBHAs are seeking 

some scope for new building and have made certain inroads in this 

direction. The key constraints on both new building and the 

rehabilitation effort is funding. At the present time there is more 

"green space" in Glasgow than any other city, and gap sites due to 

prospective demolition vary between neighbourhoods. There is 

therefore no reason why a gradual, phased programme of renewal should 

not be feasible in the long term in many ŒBHA localities. I

I would also stress, however, that there has been insuffici

ent allocation of monies to new building and to rehabilitation, taking 

the housing sector as a whole. As I argued in Chapter Thirteen, it 

is only because insufficient resources are being allocated to housing 

•production generally that we find that different branches of housing 

provision, all of which are relevant to the resolution of different 

housing problems, are regarded as mutually exclusive. It is this 

pattern of insufficient funding which I would suggest has been a 

key factor influencing swings in housing provision. Returning to the 

Glasgow case of area rehabilitation, in spite of associations' 

achievements in most CBHA localities, ten years on there remains 

extensive work to be done. There are current concerns amongst ŒBHA 

participants that there might be a swing away from the planning emphasis 

on inner area renewal, or that the funding allocated to associations
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might he further reduced with severe consequences for local 

programmes. The experience of the earlier "moratorium” and of current 

levels of resource allocation would suggest that such developments 

would exacerbate local delays and uncertainties and they would 

jeopardise in some localities, the viability of local programmes. 

Moreover, I would suggest that the relevance of the CBEA/rehabilitation 

strategy would then be brought into question.

Finally I disagree with those who have criticised the viability 

of the area approach. If the zoning of problems, strategies and

investment is centrally coordinated; if it involves a multiplicity 

of agencies and approaches, if it is flexible and is characterised 

by continuous reflection and reassessment of relative needs and 

priorities, then this appears to me to be an entirely reasonable 

approach to planning. If, however, the area emphasis simply reflects 

planning fashions and swings with political and economic opportunities, 

then it will always be easy to be critical of the outcomes of planning. 

I would suggest that the CBHA/area rehabilitation strategy in Glasgow 

has reflected both rational planning and opportunism and overall it 

has been working well. I would suggest, however, that current housing 

policies of funding restraint and of privatisation are likely to 

encourage, on the one hand, more planning opportunism and, on the 

other, increased state subsidy towards the private sector. The out

come is likely to promote private profit rather than to ensure housing 

provision for those in need. At the same time we may see signs of 

competition between different sectors of housing provision such as
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state and voluntary agencies, and between agencies focusing on 

different housing needs, such as those of the elderly, the handi

capped, working class residents in the inner areas and in the 

peripheral schemes. In terms of relative housing needs there remain 

outstanding problems in CBHA neighbourhoods where many families 

are overcrowded and still live in intolerable conditions without 

baths and WCs or in properties in chronic disrepair. At the

same time, as housing and environmental improvements have progressed 

in these neighbourhoods, unemployment, crime, and drug taking have 

steadily increased. As a result there are some local residents who 

would question the extent of neighbourhood improvement for local 

people and others who have begun to focus on addressing these problems. 

In these respects, however, it is questionable whether CBHA neigh

bourhoods, in spite of intolerable housing conditions, fare any worse 

than those living in the vast peripheral schemes, where social and 

economic problems are so markedly reflected in the poor state of 

parts of the housing stock. Under the present system of resource 

allocation, therefore, the amelioration of the circumstances of 

working class people facing different degrees and forms of housing 

obsolescence in the public and private housing sectors, is dependent 

on a competition for resources allocated to housing by the state.

The existing criteria applied by planners in defining housing 

obsolescence include houses which lack basic amenities, such as WCs 

and bathrooms and certain items of structural disrepair. We have 

seen how the CBHA/rehabilitation strategy has served to significantly
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improve the condition of Glasgow's non-council housing stock.

Whereas in 1971» 41% of households in the private sector lacked the

use of a hath, by 1981 the equivalent proportion of such households 
( 71)was 9%- If» however, we go beyond the official definitions of

obsolescence and sub-tolerability and include in our assessment the 

intolerable housing conditions experienced in relation to extensive 

damp and disrepair in the council sector, then we have surely to 

conclude that housing policies of the 1970s and 1980s have made 

only limited inroads into housing obsolescence as a current state 

of affairs in Glasgow and nationally. Against this background it is 

not surprising that all housing agencies operating in the public 

sector are pressing for more resources to be allocated to housing 

production.

In the thesis I have documented the CBHA experiment of resident 

involvement in the management of area renewal in Glasgow. We have 

seen how CEECAs have sustained and regenerated the involvement of local 

residents in spite of planning uncertainties and delays, external 

bureaucratic controls and organisational problems. The CBHA 

experiment ironically has taken place during a period of increasing 

unemployment and social problems. Yet we have seen that local resi

dents have positively assumed responsibility for major aspects of 

area renewal in their neighbourhoods and I have argued that this 

responsibility has been carried out on behalf of the state. Against 

this background it is surely not surprising that participants remain 

expectant that the relevant state agencies will sustain the flow of
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resources to enable CBHAs to complete their area rehabilitation

programmes, to establish new initiatives and to ameliorate local
(72)housing opportunities. ' The whole area of housing obsolescence 

and planning intervention is clearly worthy of further research. 

However I shall conclude by outlining certain questions’which I 

would like to see pursued in relation to the CEEA experience.

Many questions remain as to the future of CBHAs and their 

participation outcomes. By 1984, will CBEAs have been further 

incorporated within the housing and planning system or will their 

representative bodies continue to operate as a critical, challenging 

and independent force? How will collective representation be mediated 

- by a strong Glasgow body which operates in tandem with a strong 

Scottish Federation, or will Glasgow's CBHAs forego their regional 

distinctiveness and campaign solely through national representation?

I would also be interested to see whether Glasgow associations will 

develop links with local authority neighbourhood co-ops which face 

similar housing problems despite their different funding circumstances.

On the housing front, in 1994» what will we have learnt about 

housing standards and about the effectiveness and efficiency of CBHA 

rehabilitation? I would argue that the technical viability and social 

outcomes of the CBHA rehabilitation strategy require assessment over 

a time scale which illustrates changes in neighbourhood social 

patterns, in housing choices and opportunities and which provides 

evidence of the technical and economic implications of the
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rehabilitation strategy.

And on the participation front, will CBHAs have managed to 

generate more active forms of resident participation in their affairs? 

Or will local apathy, disinterest and cynicism predominate in shaping 

their role, thus reflecting a pattern which characterised relations 

between inner area residents and the local authority in the late 1960s  and early 1970s, prior to CBHA formation? I have suggested 

that the answers to many of these questions will depend on strategic 

choices by CBELA participants as well as on developments in the wider 

planning context of ŒBEAs.

I would argue that whilst CBHAs are funded to alleviate local

housing conditions, they will never solely be evaluated in terms of

their effectiveness in providing housing. Like all housing

associations they will be assessed in terms of their innovativeness

as producers and in terms of their flexibility and sensitivity as

landlords. Moreover, as neighbourhood agencies, which place an

ideological emphasis on community control, they will also be assessed

in terms of the extent to which they have generated local participation
(73)and are seen to be locally accountable. ' Yet we have seen that 

CHELA members experience difficulties in generating local interest 

and at times are disillusioned about local apathy. I would argue 

that participants must continually reflect on the reasons why local 

people do not become involved. They must remember that for many 

local residents initial participation was generated by accidental
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factors, and that for all participants it takes a long time to learn 

the ropes.

Turning now to reflect on the case studies and on aspects of 

the wider planning system, we cannot fail to note that CBHAs are 

organisations with a distinctive style and mode of operation. We 

have seen their special qualities as innovative and locally committed 

housing agencies and how the persistence of these organisational 

characteristics depends on the continual regeneration of flexibility 

and trust between staff and committee members, in the face of the 

particular tensions and contradictions which influence them. Finally 

we have seen that, on the one hand, associations reflect common 

characteristics which stem from their wider political, economic and 

planning environment. On the other hand, the influence of personali

ties, management choices, organisational and neighbourhood politics 

and local contingencies means that there will always be as many 

variations, on the themes covered in this thesis, as there are 

community based housing associations. Each association, therefore, 

has a distinctive background, history, organisational culture and 

pattern of development which is worthy of a study in its own right.

I am fully aware that whilst I may have highlighted their diversity, 

my thesis has not done justice to illustrating the variety of 

Glasgow's CBHAs.
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Finally the last chapter emphasised the interrelations between 

public and private housing sectors which were reflected in the housing 

association experience. Moreover, it stressed the influence of state 

agencies on the goals and achievements of housing associations.

How will these influences affect the longer term role of CBHAs as 

landlords and producers? I have argued that current state housing 

policies are likely to significantly limit the role of CBHAs as local 

housing producers. Against this background it is inevitable that 

CEEA participants will require continually to reflect on their object

ives and to negotiate with the state agencies which control the key 

resources of authority and funding on which their housing goals are 

dependent. In the words of the Committee member quoted in Chapter 

Eleven, it is likely that associations will continue to negotiate 

their way 'through a sea of uncertainty'.
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